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The Rector's Report
In 2000 Graham Young, the 
Principal of Tauranga Boys’ 
High School, initiated the 
first Heads of Boys Schools 
Conference in Wellington 
specifically to provide a 
forum where principals 
could meet on neutral 
ground to clarify, share best 
practice and discuss 

solutions on the issues of boys’ education.

It is particularly useful to be part of such a forum 
because it has created a place in the fiercely 
competitive world of education, where honest 
debate and discussion can occur and where we 
can advocate, in these politically correct times, 
for greater recognition of the unique learning needs 
of boys.

For 15 years since the inception of “Tomorrows 
Schools” and the isolation it created, we have 
been busily proving our success, often through the 
efforts of our academic elite, while rapidly losing 
sight of the fact that many boys were not achieving 
either academically or socially as well as girls. In 
terms of engagement in learning, reading, oracy, 
writing, self awareness and behaviour many of our 
boys were at risk.

Some schools and researchers are aware of these 
issues, but at Ministry level we have not yet seen 
any recognition of and provision for the unique 
needs of boys.

Howard Fancy, the Secretary for Education, spoke 
at this years International Council of Principals 
Conference of the need to “retain an unambiguous 
focus on student achievement” and “in turn, this 
is helping impose a strong discipline on the policy 
makers to make explicit the shifts in student 
achievement and teaching practice that are being 
sought from policy changes.”

He outlines nine very sensible and important foci 
for schools, from clarifying learners expectations, 
literacy, numeracy, effective teaching practices and 
explicit achievement goals to more assessment for 
learning not of learning.

But nowhere a mention of our most at risk 
group … boys.

Obviously, all of these goals will ultimately benefit 
boys, but it astonishes me that our most at risk 
group doesn’t rate a mention. Clearly it is the role 
of boys’ schools to take the initiative.

Rest assured that SBHS, your school of choice, 
is doing just that. We continue to refine teaching 
practice, reflect on our programmes and reassert 
our commitment at local and national level to better 
meet the needs of your son.

Developments this year include:

Curriculum Development
The completion of our Year 9 and 10 
curriculum rewrite.

We have invested approximately $20,000 in joining 
a nationwide Virtual Private Network of over 
thirty schools throughout New Zealand designed 
to provide curriculum sharing, professional 
development for staff and teaching on line.

One of the benefits of membership is free access 
to all subjects offered through the “E Learning 
Section” of the Correspondence School. This 
initiative was pioneered in Otago and will enable 
us to offer the range of subjects of a very large city 
school, while retaining the huge advantages of a 
school of 500.

Professional Development
Our professional development focus has been 
NCEA, how we assess learning and sharing best 
practice in teaching strategies.

Next year will see the school participating in a 
research project run by Noreen Melvin, lecturer in 
Secondary Education, at the Southland Campus of 
the Dunedin College of Education.

The major focus of the project will be looking at 
how we are implementing change in our teaching 
strategies and the impact that it is having on our 
teaching and learning. This project is based on a 
model developed at Monash University.

Literacy
Our stance on improving the literacy of all our 
students was recognised when we won the Multi 
Serve Datacom award for Innovative Education. 
This is the second National award we have 
received in two years for our work in Literacy.

2003 will see us develop explicit instructional 
strategies in departments and across departments 
so that all teachers are teachers of literacy.

Emotional Literacy
We continue to develop programmes that expose 
boys to a range of successful male role models. 
Tab Baldwin, National Mens Basketball coach, has 
become our first official “Friend of the School”.

We have started to expand this programme by 
using the skills of Old Boys who have succeeded 
in a wide variety of occupations, both here and 
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overseas. It is envisaged that these men will mentor 
our boys in a shared field of interest or endeavour.

We have also joined a national pilot programme 
with approximately 10 other boys schools in 
New Zealand to research and more clearly define 
just what constitutes a “Good Man” in 21st century 
New Zealand.

We have extended our mediation training and 
social competence programmes, providing your 
boys with the skills to mediate and settle conflict 
verbally and to build better relationships through 
better communication.

Moral Literacy
It has been widely recognised in western research 
on boys behaviour, that they can find it difficult 
to delay gratification, control impulsivity and self 
monitor behaviour and that this can seriously 
influence learning. We believe that if we develop a 
learning environment that models selected values 
or character traits that are desirable in young 
men and that all our programmes and interactions 
are based on these values, then we will at least 
have developed a common language on what we 
expect from all who work here. We have selected 
six values that can be found in prominent places 
all around out school.

The longer a boy spends at SBHS, the more he will 
recognise the value of this shared code.

Technology
Last month saw the opening of our Technology 
Suite with over $60,000 invested in this project. 
This has provided us with modern, purpose 
built teaching and design spaces for technology 
teaching, including a new food technology room.

The following list of student achievements 

recognises our role as a lead provider of 
boys education in New Zealand.

In the brief outline of progress through 2002, 
I have mentioned a few key developments at SBHS. 
What you can be assured of, throughout 2003, is 
sustained reflection on our teaching practice so 
that we can ensure that your son will make the best 
possible progress.

In terms of emotional and moral literacy, this will 
mean that your son will be respected and valued 
as an individual. He will see a variety of positive 
male role models against whom he can model 
himself. He will know that he is in a safe working 
environment in our school.

His academic literacy will be enhanced by having 
the opportunity to raise his literacy levels, and by 
learning in a variety of ways which will cater for 
his learning style and needs. He will be given 
clear guidelines about what he has to learn, what 
progress he has made and what he must do to 
make further progress. He will be taught to use the 
tools of learning, including Information Technology, 
to help him make learning accessible.

Last, but by no means least, his cultural 
and physical literacy will be catered for by 
unrivalled access to sport, recreation, music and 
performance activities.

Perhaps, most important of all, he will know that 
his education is a partnership between you his 
parents, his teachers and the school and himself. 
Working together will enable us to help him define 
what a “Good Man” is and work towards taking his 
place as a successful citizen of our school, our 
region and our nation.
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ITINERANT MUSIC TEACHERS
Mrs M Sansom Dip HSc, LTCL, Dip Tchg, 
Mrs K Strang FTCL, Ms A Hope, Ms W Humphries

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
Executive Officer: Mrs P Jones
Management Secretary: Mrs D Parsons
Finance Officer: Mrs J Boniface
Student Finances Officer: Mrs E Buick
Word Processing Operator: Mrs S Manning

ASSOCIATE STAFF
Librarians: Mrs J Breuss, Mrs G Miller (leave 2003)
Careers: Mrs J Munro Dip H Ec, TTC, Mrs F Findlay
Laboratory Assistant: Mrs D Robertson
Sports Administrator: Mrs C McGarry
International Student Co-ordinator: Miss L Maclean
Student Support: Mrs S Walker, Mrs A Taylor, 
Mr J Hendry
Arts Co-ordinator: Mrs K Herman
Work Experience Co-ordinator: Mrs M Anderson
Computing Technician: Mr C McLean

PROPERTY AND GROUNDS
Caretaker: Mr J Cournane
Assistant to Caretaker: Mr B Pickett

CANTEEN
Manageress: Mrs G Meikle
Catering: Mrs M Lang

COLDSTREAM HOSTEL
Manager: Mr B Armstrong
Matrons:  Mrs S Mills
Housemasters: Mr A Adlam, Mr C Wilson, Mr C Boyce

EXCELLENCE IN STAFFING
Rector

Mr I M Baldwin BA, Dip Tchg

 Deputy Principal Assistant Principal Assistant Principal
Mr J R McKinlay BSc, Dip Tchg Mr D J Murcott BA, Dip Tchg Ms L M Dalzell BA, Adv Dip Tchg,TTC 

HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS
Art: Mrs J Adamson Dip FA, Dip Tchg 
Commerce: Mr R K King BA, Dip Tchg
Computing: Mr D K Roberts BE (Hons), Dip Tchg 
Education Outside the Classroom: 
Mr R A Ward BA, Dip Tchg
English: Mr N S Riley B Mus (Hons), BA, Dip Tchg 
(terms 1-3), Mrs D Randall Higher Dip Tchg, TTC (term 4) 
Guidance: Mr P H Downey MA (Hons), Dip Ed 
(Guidance), Dip Tchg  
Languages and Teacher Librarian: 
Mr K C Miller BA, Dip Tchg (on leave 2003)
Languages: Miss R A Dockrill BA, Dip Tchg
Miss M Sasaki BA (Japan), Dip Tchg
Teacher Librarian: 
Mrs D Randall Higher Dip Tchg, TTC
Mathematics: Mr J M Moore BA, Dip Tchg
Music and Learning Support: 
Ms J R Williamson TTC, Dip Tchg
Physical Education and Health and Physical Wellbeing: 
Mr A Bailey Dip Phys Ed, Dip Tchg
Reading: Mrs D Randall Higher Dip Tchg, TTC
Science: Mr A D Munro 
BSc, PG Dip Sc (Geology) Dip Tchg
Social Sciences: Mr J S Dickson MA, Dip Tchg
Junior Science: Mr G S Allan MSc, Dip Tchg (leave 2003)
Sport: Mr S B Jackson B Phys Ed, Dip Tchg
Technical: Mr S A Bisschops Adv Tr Cert, Dip Tchg

ASSISTANT TEACHERS
Mr A Adlam Dip Tchg, Tohu Matauranga
Mr C Boyce BSc Dip Tchg
Mrs B Goodwill Bed (Hons) (leave)
Mrs K Grant BA (Hons)
Mr C J Goodwill BA, Dip Tchg
Mr B Keith BSc, Dip Tchg
Mr M Mulholland Adv Tr Cert, Dip Tchg
Miss C Munro BSc, Dip Tchg
Mr T J Neilson Adv Tr Cert, Dip Tchg
Mr W G Richardson BA, Dip Tchg
Mr P T Skelt TTC
Mr S Strang BSc (Hons), Dip Tchg
Mrs M J Washbourn BSc, Dip Ed, Dip Tchg
Miss L Young BSc, Dip Tchg

PART TIME
Mrs A Bowman B Ed, Dip Tchg, LTCL
Mrs L B Dear MA (Hons)

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Chairman: Mr Erle Dale    

Deputy Chairman: Mrs A Nicol

              Parent Representatives: Mr Murray 
Acker, 

Mr K Bowie, Mr W Roxburgh

Co-opted: Mrs Robyn Miller

Staff Representative: Mr Ambrose Bisschops

Student Representative: Neal Kerr

Rector: Mr Ian Baldwin      

 Secretary: Mrs Pat Jones

Mnute Secretary: Mrs Dot Parsons
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Staff 2003

Back Row: Susan Walker, Chris Goodwill, Chris Boyce, Rob King, Allan Bailey, Sandie Manning
Third Row: Carol McGarry, Marc Mullholland, Stuart Strang, Ambrose Bisschops, Peter Skelt, Sabin Perkins, 

Steve Jackson, Barry Keith, Kate Grant
Second Row: Anya Bowman, Bill Richardson, Trevor Neilson, John Dickson, Jocelyn Munro, Arthur Adlam, Darran Roberts, 

Jan Boniface, Cassandra Munro, Bob Ward, Raewyn Dockrill, Laurette Young
Front Row: Midori Sasaki, Denise Randall, Jean Breuss, Pat Jones, Denis Murcott, Ian Baldwin, John McKinlay, Linda Dalzell, 

Allan Munro, Evelyn Buick, Dot Parsons
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Editorial

Are Boys’ Schools Relevant 
In The 21st Century?
This seems to be a common issue around New 
Zealand at the moment, but why is it so? There is 
a lot of talk going on about the closing of some 
schools and boys’ schools are definitely coming 
into question.

I have been a student at Southland Boys’ High 
School for the past five years and I shall here 
explain why I think it is essential to provide the 
option of boys’ schools in New Zealand.

It make sense to keep boys separate from girls 
throughout high school.

Firstly, it is a proven fact that girls learn differently 
than boys. In my opinion this can be a problem, 
because some boys will not be able to keep up 
with the level at which the girls are learning. Some 
boys can see this as a failure, leading to tension 
in the classroom and perhaps depression. Such 
negative vibes are not what a boy needs during 
this time of life and by going to a boys’ school, 
these vibes can be avoided.

Secondly, from my experiences at Southland Boys’ 
High School, I have found that many young men 
have a very immature attitude towards girls. During 
this time in a boy’s life, girls are a distraction and 
can influence their learning. Again, attending a 
boys’ school would remove these problems.

Another factor that makes boys’ schools relevant 
in the 21st century, is their family atmosphere. 
There are a number of aspects that made me feel 
I belonged at Boys’ High. Tutor Groups consisting 
of boys from years 9 to 13 help boys of different 
age groups get to know each other better. I also 
believe this assists in lessening the occurrence 
and impact of bullying.

The sport period that Southland Boys’ runs once 
each week is also a major contributing factor 
to the school’s family atmosphere. I believe that 
getting boys involved in sports and team-building 
activities is essential to their learning and life skills. 
With a wide range of sports on offer, boys of all 
ages and interests get to mix with each other.

One of the most important issues surrounding 
boys’ schools is their apparent “macho” image. I 
know for a fact that this is false. During my time 
at Southland Boys’, all students read novels for 15 
minutes each day in their Tutor Groups. Recently 
interschool cultural competitions were held mainly 
involving singing - with full participation.

On a personal note, with the encouragement of 
Boys’ High staff and my friends, I took part in the 
2003 school production of Jesus Christ Superstar. 
This was a big event for me, as I had never done 
anything like it before. I thoroughly enjoyed the 
experience and now look forward to doing it again. 
The point here is that by attending Boys’ High, 
a shy person like myself was able to gain the 
confidence to perform in front of others.

Focusing back to the question: Are boys’ schools 
relevant in the 21st century? I believe that in this 
day and age, boys’ schools are essential. Just 
look at all the positive attributes they give to their 
students: self-confidence, a sense of belonging, 
leadership skills and responsibility through team 
activities, academic studies and participation in 
cultural activities. These are all desired skills for 
young men in the 21st century and boys’ schools 
are certainly delivering the goods.

So I ask you - how could boys’ schools not be 
relevant? Answer me that.

Elliot Dawson

This Editorial restores a lost tradition, that 
of the Southlandian Editorial written by an 
SBHS student.

The inaugural Archive Editorial Prize is donated in 
memory of Frank Simon who attended the school 
from 1904 - 1908. He was a brilliant essayist who 
won the gold medal for International Law at Trinity 
College, Dublin. He was killed in action in France 
in 1918 and his personal library of 300 books was 
donated to the school.
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Head Prefect Address
This is my 5th and last 
year at Southland Boys’ 
and it has been one of 
reflection. When I was a 
3rd former it was 1999 
and the Rector was Mr 
Currie, Mr Baldwin as his 
deputy. I can remember 
the school Open Day the 
year before. My father 
had talked to me about 
the school since I was 

old enough to listen and not it was my turn to find 
out the truth. In fact, the Southland Boys’ Open 
Day was the only one which Dad would take me 
to! As I walked into the hall for the first time, I 
met Mr Baldwin. Instead of the custom shaking of 
hands, Mr Baldwin took me, a nervous form two 
boy, into a headlock and wouldn’t let me go until I 
had assured him I would attend Southland Boys’.

So I made the right choice and entered the ranks 
at our school. Throughout my early years in the 
school, people asked why I made this decision. 
My answer has always been it has felt like home. 
I am a fourth generation Southland Boys’ student. 
My families’ legacy started in 1903, when my great 
grandfather attended the school at the Fourth 
Street site. Since then 16 members of my family 
have attended the school . It seems to have 
worked its way into our blood, because yet another 
Mills, my younger brother, has started his term as I 
finish mine.

Interschools have been a huge part of my school 
life. I have participated in Rugby, Cricket and 
Debating. The highlights for me would have to be 
playing rugby in Japan, going to the Gillette Cup 
Final, playing on the Littlebourne and debating in 
the Hall of Memories.

The longer I have spent at the school the more I 
have had to do with our sister school, Southland 
Girls’. This has mostly been a good thing, being 
able to see how the other side works by attending 
a class there. The two schools came together to 
celebrate our ball. The night was a good chance 
for all to let our hair down.

In five years I’ve had the opportunity to gain a wide 
circle of friends, encompassing my entire form. 
This group is about as diverse as it gets, from a 
small coxswain to a huge possible All Black. Over 
the years there’s been some crazy antics which 
have gone on, more out than in school, which I 
really can’t mention and won’t. But there is one 
thing I know, and that is, wherever I go from here, 

there will be a Southland Boys’ old boy whom I will 
be able to call a friend.

Sport, girls and mates are all important, but the 
main reason we come to school is to get an 
education. This quest is helped along by the 
superb teachers we have at our beck and call at 
our school. In the junior school we don’t realise 
how hard these people work, but once we we’re 
in the business end of a senior year, with external 
exams waiting for us, we see them do the hard 
yards with marking, tutorials and general tips to 
get us through the ordeal. I would like to take this 
opportunity, on behalf of the entire school to thank, 
not only the teachers who have had the burden 
of teaching me, but all the Southland Boys’ High 
School teaching staff.

In the last few weeks of the school year a bombshell 
has been dropped with the Network Review, not 
only on Southland Boys’ but on all the schools of 
Invercargill. I hope that I’m not one of the last Head 
Boys of the school as we and the past generations 
have known it. Our fine school is an institution 
which has grown to serve the city of Invercargill 
over nearly 125 years. It would be a crime to lose 
this as we climb to new heights in all areas of 
school life. As a school and a community we must 
continue to band together and fight to keep our 
school alive.

As I walk away on my last day, one of the 
things which will always travel with me is our 
school motto

“NOT FOR SCHOOL BUT FOR LIFE”

Andrew Mills - Head Prefect

BOWMONT  
WHOLESALE   MEATS   LTD

P O BOX 1648  INVERCARGILL
Phone 03 216 4721  Fax 03 216 4726

Freephone 0800 146 328  -  0800 1 4 MEAT
Email  -  bowmont@xtra.co.nz

Our retail shop is open from  8am to 5pm Monday to Friday, 
and Saturday 9am to noon
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School Diary 2003
School Diary 2003

January 
27  Years 11, 12 & 13 Course Confirmation.
28 Teacher Only Day.
29 School begins for all students.

February 
2-5      Year 13 Camp Tautuku. Around 50 boys 

enjoy a chance to get to know their fellow 
year 13 peers and get an idea of what 
they want to do beyond high school.

13 SBHS Athletics at SBHS. Coldstream 
win a very controversial house sports day 
and Pearce almost get up for an amazing 
third place only to be pipped by Deaker in 
the relays.

17-18    Shirley Boys’ Interschool in Invercargill - 
Colts and 1st XI both draw their cricket 
matches, but won both the senior and 
junior tennis and the golf.

24-25    Kings High Interschool in Invercargill,
27 Rebel Sport Trade Night - All proceeds to 

SBHS Rugby Club,

March 
3-7      Year 12 PED Camp in Boyd Creek and 

Wanaka.
7-9       South Island Waterpolo Champs 

in Invercargill
10-11     Otago Boys’ High Interschool in Dunedin.
14 Work Day!
15 Otago/Southland Athletics.
23-29     New Zealand Secondary Schools Rowing 

Champs.
24-9 Apr Universal Cultural Exchange Group from 

Thailand arrive for 2 weeks.
29 South Island Athletics.

April 
11 End of Term 1.
14-27    HOLIDAYS!
28 Term 2 Begins.
28 Westpac Southland Boys Hockey Season 

Starts - SBHS eventually wins the 
competition in late August.

29 Shakespeare Festival - The SBHS/SGHS 
group is finally dethroned as competition 
winners after winning 3 years in a row. 
This year Gore High win the trip to 
Wellington.

30 Anzac Day Assembly.

May 
1 & 6     Parent Teacher Meeting - Whole School.
9 School Ball - SBHS once again hosts the 

annual Y13 ball. This years theme was 
“Secret Garden”. A very enjoyable night 
for all who attended.

12 Teacher Only Day.
13 Secondary School Lawn Bowls 

Competition. SBHS enters 3 teams. 
Brad Fallow & Bellamy Acker, Neal Kerr 
& Jon Paulin, Andrew Mills & Jono Cross. 
Paulin and Kerr finish a brilliant 4th in a 
field full of far more experienced teams.

27 Dunedin Tertiary Day.
28 Otago Boys’ High Interschool 

in Invercargill.      
29 The SBHS “Pacific Harmony” compete 

at the annual Choral Festival at 
First Church.

June 
23-27    Year 9 & 10 Exams, Senior Signposting.

July 
2 Marlborough Boys’ High in Invercargill.
4 End of Term 2.
4 Nelson Boys’ College in Invercargill.
7 HOLIDAYS!
21 Term 3 begins.
23 Parent/Teacher Meeting Y 11, 12 & 13.
28-29    Kings High School Interschool in Dunedin.

August 
1 Reports posted to Year 9 & 10.
4 Teacher Only Day.
11-15    Year 10 Careers Week.
18-23    Winter Tournament Week - SBHS send 

away the 1st XI Hockey team which finish 
3rd at the Johnson Cup. A fine effort by 
the boys, very unlucky to out at semi-
final stage. The U15 tournament team 
finished 6th in their tournament.

28-29     Year 11, 12 & 13 Exams.

September 
1-2        Year 11, 12 & 13 Exams - continued.
15 Round The Park Race 2003. Sam Ballam, 

Richard Little and Ray Coote are all 
winners in their age groups in this 
years race.

16 Southland Secondary School Speech 
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Competition. Michael Fraser once again 
proves he is “The Man” when he takes 
out the Y13 section at this years event. 
Abijith Tikisetty also wins the Y11 section.

15-18      SBHS/SGHS Senior Production - “Jesus 
Christ Superstar”. After months of 
preparation the big show is performed to 
big audiences at the Civic Theatre. SBHS 
says goodbye to some of their veteran 
performers.

19 Term 3 ends.
22 HOLIDAYS! Jeremy Bekhuis departs on 

his 2 week Outward Bound Experience in 
the Marlborough Sounds.

October 
6 Term 4 begins.
8 Parent/Teacher Meeting Y 11, 12 & 13.
13 Teacher Only Day.
15 Grant win the inaugral interhouse singing 

competition. This was a very 
controversial decision after Grant was 
clearly a cut below the rest of the 
houses. As much as it hurts to say 
- Coldstream were probably the best 
house on display - much due to their 
superior numbers. Pearce did their house 
proud with a stirring rendition of “We will 
rock you” and no-one will forget Deaker’s 
“Another sheep in the dorm”.

16 NETBALL! The annual prefect netball 
game between SGHS and SBHS was 
played in front of a big crowd at SGHS 
courts. After being down 1-9 after the 
first period, SBHS managed to peg the 

score back and were beaten 18-21 
by a far more experienced SGHS 
outfit. SBHS took some credit out 
of the performance after discovering an 
exciting shooting duo in Ray Coote and 
Elliot Dawson & Brad Fallow surprised 
everyone with his pin-point accuracy 
passing.

22 Jono Paulin and Stephen Marshall are 
part of the winning group at the 
Southland Secondary Schools Jazz 
Festival. “5 Knuckle Shuffle” beats off 
the best efforts of 6 other competing 
schools. Jono playing trumpet and 
Stephen on vocals.

31 Southland Secondary Schools 
Youthmark Awards.

November 
6 Junior Production. This years show 

performed by SBHS/SGHS is called “And 
The Winner Is”. It is a show based around 
the 2 schools both trying to win the 
audience over with their talents.

13 New Entrants Day.
12-27      Senior Exams/Bursary - the final year of 

Bursary exams.
17 The SBHS Lonestar Panthers summer 

soccer team make the social grade 
final (result was not available at time 
of print).

December 
3 Prizegiving.
5 End of year.
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Board of Trustees
My involvement in education in Invercargill and 
Southland spans more than fifty years.  Never, in 
that time, have I seen anything as soul destroying 
and detrimental to the education of our youth than 
what has been happening since August of this 
year when the Minister of Education announced 
the review of 32 schools in Invercargill.

Since then many things have happened. Much 
time has been spent in meetings and discussions 
of all kinds in various sectors and groups. Many 
of the statistics produced have been proved to be 
false. Democratic decisions have been overturned 
by bureaucratic bullies. Hours have been spent 
in preparing and presenting submissions and to 
what end? My greatest concern is the time that 
has been spent by principals, staff and parents 
in fighting for the life of a school when that time 
should be spent in educating its students. How 
can any principal get on with his job when there is 
such uncertainty.

How can any teacher happy in his/her work 
continue to teach effectively with all that uncertainty 
of job tenure about them? The effect of this review 
on all school support staff and school buildings in 
our city also remains to be seen. If any good can 
be seen to come out of this upheaval it is perhaps 
that schools have had to more clearly define and 
state their purpose.

Fortunately it would seem that Southland Boys’ 
High School will remain to provide education to 
the boys of the province in possibly a little more 
expanded form - Years 7 - 15.

In planning for next year, in this school, the process 
was already under way. Last term the whole staff 
and some board members spent an afternoon 
in looking at what should be the objectives for 
next year. Many ideas were promulgated and from 
these Mr Baldwin has used key factors to produce 
a strategic plan. In his vision statement Mr Baldwin 
states: “Southland Boys’ High School is a place 
where young men learn to think for themselves 
to acquire the tools of independence for the road 
ahead.” He then lists six key aspects followed by 
a statement of guiding values. These you can see 
about the school - Compassion, Honesty, Respect, 
Perseverance, Service and Responsibility. He 
also states “We recognise that these values are 
important to all members of the school community, 
and as such are willing to include them in all our 
practices and to be held accountable for their 
enactment. As well as working toward academic 

and sporting excellence, the inculcation of values 
in our young men is paramount.”

Once again the school has enjoyed successes. 
Individually many of these will be recognised 
through awards during prizegiving.

ERO commented on the positive and purposeful 
atmosphere of the school.

In 2002, 61.4 percent of our boys gained level 
one NCEA, whereas boys in single sex schools 
of the same decile level attained 56.8 percent. 
Boys at co-ed schools gained 46 percent and girls 
58.6 percent. Our reading programme has meant 
an increase in accession from our library; an 85 
percent increase overall in three years.

A number of cultural activities and events have 
taken place, thus giving the boys the opportunity to 
express themselves, both vocally and dramatically, 
in front of an audience. Most notable of these 
would be the junior and senior productions “And 
the Winner is…” and “Jesus Christ Superstar”. 
Some outstanding performances were given by 
those taking part and proved very enjoyable for 
those attending.

Further in the performing arts we must turn our 
attention to our Kapa Haka group. Under the 
direction of Mr Adlam this group has been engaged 
in performing at many functions in the city, as well 
as being a support group to many of the schools 
activities. Mr Adlam and I attended the launching 
of the Nga Tahu initiative aimed at lifting and 
improving Maori achievement in schools. From this 
we have gained resources which have been of 
great use in the classroom.

On the sporting side the school offered 29 sports 
in which boys could participate. Seventy-seven 
percent of students participated and 328 students 
represented the school in sport. 

In rugby, the first fifteen was the winner of the SRFU 
premier development grade and a semi finalist in 
the first fifteen Adidas New Zealand Secondary 
School national competition. 

In cricket, the first eleven was a Gillette Cup South 
Island finalist, and in hockey the school was the 
first in the Southland Secondary Schools school 
competition.

Individually four of our students made huge 
names for themselves in athletics and cross 
country, golf, clay target shooting and rugby. 
These achievements are documented in the 
school magazine. As a whole, we commend and 
congratulate the members of the various teams 
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and these individuals on their successes.

Last year, we opened our Technology Block with its 
new facility for teaching boys in the culinary arts. 
Approximately 200 boys have passed through this 
room during the year.

The hostel continues to play an important role in 
the functioning of the school and again our thanks 
must go to Mr Armstrong and Mrs Mills for their 
untiring efforts.

To the Old Boys’ Association, thank you for your 
continued support in prizegiving, Blues Dinner, 
the Boyd Creek Lodge, the provision of the Clive 
Williams Scholarships, and last but not least, the 
school museum. Mrs Dear continues to make 
progress with this project, with one bay complete 
and others under way.

Further thanks to the PTA for their contribution 
to prizegiving, leavers social, scholarships, the 
school library, and for the purchase of a new 
projector. Of note,would be their submission to the 
Minister on the various models and in particular 
the position of SBHS in providing quality education 
to the young men of our province.

To my fellow board members, thank you for your 
support throughout the year. All have been very 
conscious of their role and have played their 
part in an ongoing review process to improve the 
fulfilling of the tasks with which we are involved. 
Allied to this our thanks and appreciation must go 
to Mrs Pat Jones and Mrs Dot Parsons for their 
administration and secretarial duties.

To all staff, both teaching and administrative. Thank 
you for your untiring efforts throughout a very 
difficult year. All are very much aware of what this 
school stands for, and all strive to achieve the 
goals that have been set by a consultative process 
within the school. 

Paramount in all of the achievements we must 
acknowledge the visionary leadership of our rector, 
Ian Baldwin, not least of which is our school’s 
involvement with the Good Man Project facilitated 
by Celia Lashlie.

Ian continues to find the time for a large amount 
of professional reading, and his input into the 
network review project has engaged many, many 
hours of his evenings and weekends. No one 
has contributed more to the furtherance of boys’ 
education in Southland.

Long may he continue to be an inspiration to 
us all.

Erle Dale - Board Chairman

PTA Report 
             2003
There has always been a proud tradition at 
Southland Boys’ High School of parent participation 
and support. For several decades this has been 
formally most visible through the activities of the 
PTA movement.

The PTA offers the opportunity for concerned 
parents and those who wish to become more 
closely involved with the school, to relate to the 
teaching and administrative staff in a structured, 
meaningful way.

Every parent or caregiver is most welcome to 
join. Meetings are held every two months and 
last approximately 1 1⁄2 hours. Staff are present 
to give an update on progress within the school 
community, events that are occurring and concerns 
that the school may have.

It is a time to discuss finance, release monies 
for school use and to discuss ways in which 
parents can assist teachers in the provision of 
quality education for our boys. The wellbeing of 
our students and the good name of the school are 
what PTA members are passionate about.

Fundraising is kept to a minimum. Lately there has 
been one event held per year. Please make sure 
you support our Blokes and Sheds Tour to be held 
on Sunday, 16 May 2004.

Hospitality is important to us. We hope that you 
have enjoyed the complimentary tea and coffee 
with biscuits at Parent/Teacher interviews and Year 
9 Parent’s night. Supervision of school socials is 
another role our members undertake.

An additional duty which came our way this year 
was the involvement with the Invercargill School 
Review. This alarmed us as I am sure it did to many 
of you. A submission was forwarded to the Ministry 
of Education Dunedin/Invercargill and the Minister 
of Education on behalf of the 417 families of the 
school. A copy of this submission is available for 
viewing at the school office.

If you would like a say in how your PTA 
subscriptions are spent, if you would like to hear 
verbal reports and have a time to chat with staff in 
an informal, friendly atmosphere, if you have the 
time and committee to helping the school, then 
may I suggest you consider joining the PTA. New 
members are always appreciated.

Linda Clinton - President
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Old Boys’ 
      Association
The Southland Boys’ High School Old Boys’ 
Association has had a quiet but successful year of 
operation and continues to support the school in 
its endeavours.

The Association continues to be active in working 
with the school in developing the School Museum. It 
has been extremely rewarding seeing the Museum 
project evolve and the quality of the development 
will certainly impress. It seems all is on track 
and the Association certainly values the support 
and assistance of the School and Lynley Dear in 
particular, in progressing this development.

The Association has a very busy time ahead. As it 
gears up for the School’s 125th Jubilee in 2006 the 
Committee appreciates the amount of hard work 
and effort required to ensure this is a successful 
event. An initial workshop has been held detailing 
some of the key milestones and action points 
required for the successful organisation of this 
event. The 125th Jubilee will require a significant 
team effort and it is important the desire and 
enthusiasm talked of by members is transferred 
into action by all involved. 

This project is now at the point of developing 
significant momentum.

The Association continues to work closely with the 
School on a variety of projects after including: 
the ongoing investigation of development and 
usage options for the School Lodge; website 
development opportunitiesi IT support and the 
continued support of the Blues Dinner and Prize-
giving awards.

The Association is extremely proud to have initiated 
and funded the Clive Williams Scholarship for 
new entrant boys. This year is the first year the 
Scholarship has been awarded and the Old Boys’ 
Association is pleased to award the Scholarship 
to Timothy Marshall, Jonathan Riley and James 
Mulvey. This is a prestigious award and the 
Association looks forward to viewing the progress 
of these boys as they develop.

The Association plays an important role and 
has some exciting initiatives to look forward to in 
the future.

Rex Capil - PRESIDENT

Hostel Report
2003 started by welcoming 14 new entrants with 
a healthy mixture of urban and rural boys. As ever 
Coldstream was well represented across all school 
life, our boarders achieved well in academic, 
cultural and sport activities.

During the year, the boys enjoyed taking part in the 
school’s athletic sports where Coldstream once 
again reigned supreme!

We had several social exchanges with Enwood 
House, our sister hostel at SBHS which benefited 
both hostels in their social development.

The boys completed a first aid course, gaining 
their first aide certificates.

Throughout the rugby season, the Coldstream 
boys made up the majority of the “Blue Army”, 
supporting mainly the SBHS 1st XV in their 
interschool exchanges and helping support the 
Southland Stags in the later part of their successful 
2003 season.

During the spring, both Coldstream and Enwood 
Hostels enjoyed an exciting and successful ski trip 
to The Remarkables.

The painting of three dorms has been generously 
supported by parents as well as the lamington 
and Christmas cake orders, we will be purchasing 
equipment for the boys to pass away those “I’ve 
got nothing to do” hours.

With the year drawing to a close, our annual 
fireworks night behind us, the boys preparing 
for their final exams and looking forward to their 
summer holidays, it is time to look back on another 
successful Coldstream House year.

Last year in October, Tab Baldwin opened 
the refurnished Cornwell Technology Block for 
Southland Boys’ High School. This year, the 
students were able to use the facilities namely 
Graphics, Woodwork, Metalwork and… the 
Foods room.

The Foods room has been run this year by Mr 
Sabin Perkins a professional chef. Mr Perkins has 
taught the students the cooking industry through 
demonstrations on everything from food hygiene to 
perfecting the art of catering. Mr Perkins is teaching 
nutrition to juniors and Chefs Level 1 and 2 papers 
to seniors. He completed his chef’s apprenticeship 
in 1980 from the Invercargill Licensing trust.

To practice these skills, the students have had 

Catering 2003
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Standing silently, the assembled school watches 
the long line of surviving soldiers making their way 
slowly up the steps to the stage.

Speeches and comments are spoken solemnly 
over the podium, the soldiers sitting still with their 
hands politely folded across their laps. They look 
as though they have done this before. The Prefects 
and seniors each place a poppy on the Honours 
Board whilst Mr Baldwin recites a list of old boys 
from the school who fell in the two World Wars.

A moment of silence is a tribute to those fallen 
soldiers. We then sing the National Anthem and 
stand in silence as the soldiers exit the hall. 

Seeing the poppies pinned up on the honours 
board makes everybody realise how many people 
really did pass away and helps them to see the 
tragedy that war brings.

Brad Andrew

On Wednesday 20 April, Southland Boys’ High 
School held a special assembly to symbolise the 
pride of our old boys who fell in World Wars I and 
II. It also made us remember them.

The assembly was held in the school hall. Former 
old boys, war veterans and members of the RSA all 
attended this event, with their badges and medals 
proudly resting upon their left side of their chest. 
Mr Baldwin, SBHS Rector, paid special tribute to 
21 fallen old boys, with senior students placing 

ANZAC Service 2003

poppies beside their name on the Honours 
Board.

During the whole assembly, the boys paid 
respectful attention to the speeches spoken, 
because of the significance of the event. Full 
respect was paid to the old boys on stage and 
those who were being talked about.

“We will remember them”.

Tom Flaus

We had all packed into the hall. There was an 
extraordinarily sombre mood in the atmosphere, 
not usually seen at our regular assemblies. But this 
was no ordinary assembly, this was the ANZAC 
assembly, an assembly where we commemorate 
our fallen heroes of the past.

As the old boys of Southland Boys’ High School 
were making their way to the stage, everyone 
stood up to show them respect. It was obvious, 
for all of us to see, the sadness in their faces. 
They weren’t walking proudly in as the school’s 
old boys, they were walking in with their saddened 
hearts, remembering the fallen souls of the war.

All of the speeches were said with such emotion; 
they evoked painful thoughts too, the most 
being when our Deputy Principal, Mr McKinley, 
demonstrated symbolically how many of our 
students had died by getting 276 of our current 
pupils to stand up. It was depressing to see. 
It made me think of the poor boys who hadn’t 
even started their lives yet, who were killed so 
prematurely. We were reminded by our principal, 
Mr Baldwin, that in this ANZAC assembly we don’t 
glorify war, we remember our fallen.

Sam Talwar In Flanders Fields
In Flanders fields the poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on row

That mark our place; and in the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fly

Scarce heard amid the guns below. 

We are the Dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,
Loved and were loved, and now we lie

In Flanders fields. 

Take up our quarrel with the foe:
To you from failing hands we throw
The torch; be yours to hold it high.

If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow

In Flanders fields. 

John McCrae

outside advice from nearly all the teachers, this 
was done at the end of each period. A handful of 
keen staff would be offered the items of food that 
we have been practicing on, from crepes to deep-
fried ice cream

We as students have practiced the skill of preparing 
and cooking food. Our skills have been used 
many times at BOT dinners, staff dinners and in 
local competitions.

At the Board of Trustees meal, the students got 
together with some of our Indian students and 
put together a formal Indian meal. The staff were 
treated earlier this year to experience the craft 
of our students once again. The purpose of this 
exercise was to thank the Board of Trustees for the 
new Foods Room.

Some of the students were involved the margarine 
caving competition. The students were 
highly ranked, this included Daniel Pride and 
Daniel Ashby. 

Rawa Karetai
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This year Southland Boys’ 
High celebrated the naming 
of its twentieth All Black - 
Corey Flynn.

Throughout his high school 
career, Corey achieved 
outstanding success in 

rugby, rowing and softball. In rowing, Corey gained 
a gold medal in the New Zealand Under 17 Double 
title in 1997 and a silver in the U17 Quad. In 1998, 
Corey’s U19 Quad was placed second and his 
Double fourth. Corey also achieved South Island 
selection for softball and was in a chorus role in the 
Jesus Christ Superstar production in 1998.

But it is rugby where Corey has gained highest 
honours, culminating in an All Black selection for 
the 2003 Rugby World Cup. Leading up to this, 
Corey played hooker in the U16 1⁄2 open grade 
team, coached by John Dickson in third form. 
Corey was again coached by Dickson in the fourth 
form, but this time at No 8. He was part of a 
formidable loose forward trio and forward pack 
including Jeff Wright and their forward dominance 
was such that Corey would spend time running 
with the back line, around 2nd five eighth of centre. 
He had great pace and strength. Corey was an 
aggressive tackler with great vision and an instinct 
for the ball like no other.

In the fifth form, Corey was talked into playing 
hooker again, but this time by 1st XV coach, 
Peter Skelt. Corey went on to represent the highly 
successful SBHS 1st XV for three years, along the 
way also representing New Zealand U16 in 1997 
and the NZ Secondary School in 1998.

Sam Talwar

All Black Success
New All Black - COREY FLYNN

Past All Black - 
BRUSHY MITCHELL

Brushy Mitchell was born in Invercargill and 
educated at Southland Boys’ High School, where 
he was in the 1st XV from 1928-29. Brushy first 
represented Southland at senior level in 1932. He 
progressed to the South Island team two years 
later and then was chosen for the 1935-36 All 
Black tour of Great Britain. Appointed captain for 
the 1938 tour to Australia, the Australians rated him 
the best three quarter to play since World War I.  
He was also an excellent captain and ambassador 
for his country.

Brushy was given his famous nickname by a friend. 
Brushy had very curly hair, and he was always 
tried to straighten his hair out, by brushing it back, 
thus being given the sobriquet “Brushy”.

Brushy Mitchell also excelled at cricket. He was a 
Southland cricket representative, and also served 
as a South Canterbury selector in 1950-51.

Brushy will be remembered as one of SBHS’s 
most admired students, not just for his All Black 
success, but for being a great ambassador to the 
school and an excellent role model for others to 
follow. Brushy achieved his ambition of playing for 
the All Blacks, but it all started from playing age 
group and 1st XV rugby at Southland Boys’ High 
School. He is important to our school because 
his example reminds us that anything is possible; 
that from Southland Boys’ High School we can 
reach our dreams, we can achieve our ambitions 
whatever they may be …

Sam Talwar

On August 25, 2003, SBHS held a special assembly 
for Pixie Mitchell, widow of former All Black, Brushy 
Mitchell, to present the school with Brushy’s All 
Black blazer. Brushy Mitchell was an old boy of 
SBHS.

Pixie Mitchell, in her 80’s, proved to be a lively 
and entertaining speaker. We were privileged to 
hear her speak about the type of person Brushy 
was and about their life together. She included the 
story of how Brushy got his nickname: his hair was 
very thick and curly. He used to carry a brush so 
that he could brush it straight back to make it less 
noticeable.

Quinton Scandrett
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The following All Black players, all attended Southland Boys’ High School.
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I awoke at 8:00am. Here it was, Saturday 13 
September 2003, our day of destiny. I slouched 
out of bed at about 9:00am, having lain there for 
an hour or so, lost in thought visualising the 70 
minutes of the day that could change my life.

Breakfast struggled down my throat as if it would 
be thrown back up with my nerves so high.

I spent the next hour and 
a half doing absolutely 
anything, everything I could 
to keep my mind free of the 
burden it was carrying.

I chucked my gear in my bag 
and made my way down to 
school at 10:30am. Most of 
the guys were already in the 
gym, changed and kicking 
balls around. I soon joined 
them, knowing it was a good 

form of relaxation to combat the nerves, while also 
getting warmed up.

Presently the team formed into a circle. We weren’t 
a team - we were a family. Captain and coach 
gave us the talking to and reminded us of our 
goals, but we already knew what we had to do. We 
had talked it over all week so the words echoed 
around the gym on deaf ears. We went through our 
regular pre-match drillings, backs and forwards 
separated, specialising in their own skills.

The time finally arrived after what seemed like 
forever. We formed a huddle outside the doors we 
were about to exit. As we stood there, I looked 
around the circle. These guys were my family, my 
brothers. Captain Jim looked us all in the eye, 
ready to say those famous words we all knew 
he would, those confident words that repelled all 

nerves and fear. “Let’s go rock and roll boys.”

Running out onto that field was something I’ll never 
forget. The army of blue rose to us. Chainsaws 
roaring, drums beating, horns honking and the 
sound of 1800 people screaming our names, 
supporting the Royal Blue legacy. It would have 
been easy to get lost in awe of the incredible 

atmosphere, but we had to stay focused and use 
our brains to win this match.

Going down 28-21 was absolutely heart-wrenching, 
soul breaking. It just felt pure hollow. We stood in 
silence after the final whistle, tears in our eyes, our 
dream of a season over. We’d let down our army, 
our blue army who had carried us to victory so 
many time in the past. But as they walked over 
to us, the admiration had not left their eyes. They 
looked at us as their heroes still, regardless of how 
broken we were. And the feeling was mutual. The 
blue army were what made us. They carried us 
and stayed by us, win or lose.

There were many heroes on that day, members of 
the team who led from the front, supporters who 
covered every inch of their bodies with blue and 
lost their voices screaming support, coaches who 
taught us all we knew and got us this far with their 
dedication. And the greatest thing was we were all 
linked by brotherhood, by the belief in the heroic 
legacy that is the Royal Blue, the Southland Boys’ 
High School 1st XV.

Nick McGrath

The Blue Army
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This year the combined Kapa Haka group of Southland Girls’ and Southland Boys’ High Schools (Te Ara Hou 
Ki Mua) entered into a kapa haka competition called Te Houtonga. This regional competition was held at the 
Civic Theatre on 30 May 2003. The other competing Kapa Haka group was Otago Girls’ High School. The 
competitions kicked off around 8:30am on a very cold and windy morning.
The first group up were beautiful Otago girls. 
Their performance was spectacular. Next to 
step up to the plate was Te Ara Hou Ki 
Mua, the combined SGHS and SBHS kapa 
group. The leader of the group was Taei 
Aluni. The bracket consisted of a Whaka 
eke (entry), waiata tira (coral), waiata tawito 
(chant), waiata ringa (action song), waiata 
poi (the poi), haka and a whaka wate 
(exit). During the whole bracket the one 
thing that the was great and stood out was 
how the group kept the same tempo, pitch 
and volume.
After the performances were finished, prize 
giving began as the judges tallies up the 
marks. Both groups, Otago Girls’ and Te Ara 
Hou Ki Mua, were waiting for the judges to 
announce Te Houtonga winners of 2003. Five 
minutes of nerve racking silence and the 
judges finally announced the winners of Te 
Houtonga was Te Ara Hou Ki Mua. Our tutor, 
Arthur Adlam, said “The sweat and tears 
that went into that … I don’t want to repeat 
that one.”
Leonard Smith

Kapa Haka

Back Row: Neihana Bostock, Rangi Manahi, Nikola Taylor, Taei Aluni, Stuart Maunsell, Kaleni Taetuli, 
Christopher O’Byrne, Hema Hakiwai Fourth Row: Takuta Ngarimu, Quintin Akuhata, Daniel Neho, Leonard Smith, 

Arthur Adlam (Kai-whakahaere), Lance Naera, Corey Nepe, Kyle Tuliau Third Row: Alya Tipuna-Hapurona, Lawrence Hemara, 
Sonny Rangitoheriri, Kayla Kirkpatrick, Nicole McLiskey, Rahui Kapene, Joshua Moore, Hayle Coote

Second Row: Tia Matchett, Bryanna O’Neil, Aionama Sekone-Fraser, Audreyane Ormond, Harriet Adlam (Kai-whakahaere), 
Hope Taylor, Chanita Waihape, Lara Goodsir, Hannah Patu

Front Row: Bayley Davis, Sarah Hosie-Leaf, Nardiar Kini, Ocia Blair, Tayna Davis, Taina Neho
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The major production of 2003 was 
“Jesus Christ Superstar”. After a 
vigorous audition process, a 32 
strong cast was selected and 
rehearsals began in earnest.

As always, dedicated producers 
Linda Dalzell and Jo Williamson and legendary 
pianist Scott Calvert took on the tough roll of 
transforming these wannabies into superstars. 
Through a lot of hard rehearsals and heaps of 
behind the scenes work, the show started to come 
together. 

This was the second time Boys’ High and Girls’ 
High had taken on “Superstar” and we were 
determined to make it the best.

With the expert assistance of choreographer 
Laurette Young, Kerry Penisula-Spain, Takuta 
Ngarimu and Lance Naera the acting and dancing 
routines began to take shape.

Finally, courtesy of Braziers Scaffolding Ltd, our 
fantastic set appeared and we began to see what 
Linda and Jo had known all along … how the 
show would actually look on the stage. Rehearsals 
took on a new intensity as we worked hard to get 
the show flowing. At this point, some harsh words 
were said as we were told to lift our expectations 
to match those of the directors.

Moving into the theatre was a huge moment. Once 
we got the smell of the theatre dust in our nostrils, 
we knew it was time to get serious. There was such 
a sense of purpose behind the scenes at the final 
rehearsals. Donna Parker was organising lighting 
plots, Matua Arthur, Trevor Neilson and Ollie 
Knowles were managing the fly floor, curtains 
and properties and the Andrews (Lloyd and 

Eckhold) were learning how to 
use the spotlights, while Gareth 
Cheyne operated the light board 
and Chris Herman did the sound. 
Maureen, (Mother of Jesus) and 
Dianne (Mother of Bellamy) had 
quick costume changes timed 
to perfection. Kieran and Shane, 
the stagies, did as they 
were told.

And so to the opening night. The 
band struck up the overture and 
our season began. First night 
nerves quickly evaporated and 
with each performance we felt 
more confident. We discovered 
that performing and keeping our 
discipline was actually fun.

Friday morning, after our great last night, was 
really depressing - we didn’t know what to do with 
our lives. It was like waking up to reality after a 
fantastic dream. In a production you experience 
a roller coaster ride of highs and lows, but at 
the end, being part of a successful show is the 
best feeling.

Elliot Dawson & Stephen Marshall

Senior Production

Jesus Christ Superstar

Junior Production
“…And The Winner Is …”
The 2003 Junior Production was the beginning of a 
new format, based on skits depicting life at SBHS 
and SGHS. New ideas had been brought in by 
Mrs Grant and Mrs Bowman, who choreographed a 
unique production. The feature of this show was 
its diversity, from rugby skits to beep boxing. It 
was a tremendous effort by the directors to gain 
the trust and ensure the participation of all those 
involved, because, as you all know, boys are 
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now looking forward to being involved in 
the Senior Production next year. Thanks 
again to all those involved with “…And The 
Winner Is…” Sam Talwar

not always confident 
about singing and 
dancing. The use of 
skits meant that we 
were just showing off 
… I mean, showing of 
our superskills in our 
respective fields.

The months of hard 
work paid off with 
an outstanding 
production. The 
cast have gained 

great confidence out of this show and can be 
proud of their efforts. Those in Year 10 are 
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Student’s Work
TECHNOLOGY AND ME 
I think that technology is great.
It helps me get through the day. The first thing that 
happens in my house is the phone rings to wake us 
all up. I have a shower using all the smelly products 
that have been made up with technology and money. 
The next thing that I do is boil the electric jug for 
my Milo. It doesn’t take long. I get a ride to school 
sometimes in a car. 
I use technology when I am at school some days. If 
I have computers or catering I am using technology 
and learning with it.
When I have money I spend it at the canteen. When 
I am hungry the hot food that Gayle makes smells 
nice. I am glad that Gayle has technology.
When I get home after school, my favourite time is 
watching a DVD movie. I think the new DVD’s have the 
best graphics and pictures. If I ever get bored I can 
always play on my Sony Playstation 2. Sometimes 
technology and me can get me into trouble. I like it 
so much that I forget time and the next day I am 
sleepy and it’s hard to get out of bed until the phone 
rings to wake us all up.
Carey Mclean-Spencer - 9C

CHORUS OF THE SEASONS
Dim morning light filters through the lounge window 
glazed with frosty condensation; a drop runs down 
it, like a tear on the face of a girl. Particles of dust 
can be seen through the golden rays of light, they 
dance a mysterious ballet; spinning around each 
other harmoniously.
Through the window outside I can see the crisp 
whitened grass, crunching beneath the feet of 
running children in their gumboots, wrapped up tight 
in the warmth of their woollen coats that “grandma” 
has knitted them just like those from generations 
before. No-one walks outside so early in the morning 
when Jack Frost is here. The Earth seems so quiet, 
so empty. A car drives past with a low whine cutting 
through the fog with its headlights on dip, like a 
ghost floating through a misty graveyard.
The morning air is so refreshing, yet cold. It bites 
at my nose with icicle teeth. Trees branches are 
covered with veins of white; nothing so beautiful has 
ever been seen before. On the farms the young lambs 
keep close to their mothers, whether they survive will 
depend onnature’s cruel intentions.
Ducks waddle, slip and slide on what used to be 
their habitat: a pond, now it is an ice land with 

frozen streams and time preserved beneath. Winter 
has arrived.
The ice has melted away now, the lakes have thawed; 
the snow is gone and the cold has become warmth. A 
new word is born. Flowers of many colours layer the 
once frozen empty soil. A hot bright sun radiates 
heat and light hitting the pavement. People lie lazily 
on their deck chairs, reading a book, relaxing or just 
taking a nap.
A neighbour engages his son in a game of lawn 
tennis, running back and forth across the grass. 
The grass is crunchy now too, not crispy from cold 
though but from heat and absent rain.
Bird-song litters the air in melodic praise to the 
world, a passer-by stops to admire it, looking up at 
how beautiful God’s creations are. He continues on 
his way happily imitating the bird’s anthem. He has 
no worries in the world. Summer brings happiness 
to all.
The seasons continue in the cycle of life, and people 
live out their lives until winter comes once again to 
humble their activities.
Brendan Libeau - Year 11

BOOK REVIEW - “HIROSHIMA”
This story “Hiroshima” would have to be one of the 
best books I have ever read. Written by John Hersey, 
the book shows in great detail the experience of six 
people during and after the dropping of the atom 
bomb on Hiroshima, Japan.
Reading this book made me feel how devastating war 
can be, how innocent lives can be lost very easily.
Over 100,000 people died, buildings were destroyed 
and lives devastated with deformities. All this was 
the result of ONE bomb, the atom bomb. The story 
has increased my awareness of the effects of what 
one bomb can do. I feel that the killing of 100,00 
people was inhuman and needless.
The main objective of the book was to inform the 
reader on the effects of the bomb. Hersey wanted 
to show how it impacted on ordinary civilians, but 
Hersey also recognised how Japan has coped and 
rebuilt itself. Hersey describes in Chapter 2 page 
25 how “Houses nearby were burning”. Also Hersey 
mentions how medical equipment and labour were 
lost, which emphasises Dr Sasaki’s efforts to save 
his fellow people. “Dr Sasaki worked without method, 
taking those who were nearest him first ..”

All of this was the result of two nations who were in 
a fierce war. This is not mentioned in the book and 
therefore prior knowledge is required. The Japanese 
soldiers fought hard and very fiercely; they would 
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not surrender to the USA, and some Japanese 
soldiers purposely killed themselves in battle. With 
the Americans soon running out of options to fight 
the Japanese, the Americans dropped an atom 
bomb on Hiroshima and then later on Nagasaki. The 
purpose of this was not only to kill, but also to 
show the Japanese army that the Americans had a 
bomb, which could cause unbelievable and irreparable 
damage and that the Americans would drop another 
if the Japanese didn’t surrender. Faced with this 
understanding, the Japanese surrendered.

Hersey’s writing style is unique. Usually when most 
authors describe an event or a scene they tend to 
construct the sentences to persuade the reader 
to the author’s point of view. But the way Hersey 
describes events is different. When a reader reads 
this book there is no persuasive language or 
authorial opinion; it shows facts that everyone 
agrees with. There is no exaggeration of the events 
or scene. Heresy expressed the events the way they 
took place.

When Hersey describes Mr Tarimoto’s effort to save 
a woman in Chapter 3, “He reached down and took a 
woman by the hands, but the skin slipped of in huge, 
glove line pieces.” This sentence makes the reader 
feel uncomfortable about the skin coming off the 
hands, but this is fact; there is no exaggeration in 
this sentence. It is the truth. It is left up to the 
reader to decide on what they feel.

While describing all the events such as the collapsed 
buildings, fire and chaos in Chapter 2, Hersey 
provides the reader with the setting. The reason 
Hersey used places like Asano Park was to reflect 
Japanese culture. A lot of people took refuge 
in the park because they felt safe and secure, 
the park reminded them of their identity. “Asano 
Park invited refugees partly because the estate’s 
exquisitely precise rock gardens, with their quiet 
pools and arching bridges, were very Japanese, 
normal, secure …”

Hersey uses six main characters in this book. Dr 
Fujii, Mrs Nakamura, Father Kleinsorge, Mr Tanimoto, 
Dr Sasaki and Mrs Sasaki. Hersey uses these 
characters so the reader can experience the effects 
of the bomb as witnessed by the six people. Each 
character is described in great detail. Hersey chose 
people with different backgrounds, so the reader 
could see the story more clearly. None of the 
characters were related.

Hersey wanted to show the reader of the devastation 
of the bomb, but he also wanted the reader 
to understand that Japan has coped with this 
devastation, that’s why he chose two doctors, 

Dr Sasaki and Dr Fujii. Hersey explained how 
these people helped their fellow people. The 
efforts of Dr Sasaki would save hundreds of 
lives. Mrs Sasaki and Mrs Nakamura showed the 
feminine perspective of the book. Because of Mrs 
Nakamura’s injuries and sickness she had to sell her 
sewing machine just to live. The machine belonged 
to her late husband. Their sewing machine was their 
source of income, she sewed clothes that she sold 
for money. Mr Tanimoto and Father Kleinsorge helped 
a lot of people during the period of chaos. Father 
Kleinsorge is a German priest living in Hiroshima. 
Father Kleinsorge was a kind and generous man, who 
was willing to help. Later in the story he changes 
his name to Father Makato Takakura, which shows 
how much he loved Japan. Hersey may have used 
this character to show that this bomb affected 
not only Japanese people, but people from other 
cultures and religions.
Some of the characters had a happy ending 
compared to the life threatening start they had, 
but it wasn’t a pleasant journey for majority of 
Japanese people.
I would recommend this book to high school students 
as it informs them how devastating a war can 
be. It definitely showed me how deadly it was. 
Students don’t know the full effects of war like our 
grandparents know it. I feel that this book depicts in 
great detail the effects of war.
Abhijith Tikkisetty - Year 11

BEFORE AND AFTER THE FLOOD
A cloudy sky paves the way as dawn breaks, letting 
the sun in, revealing everything from the night. The 
sheep graze the dewy, fresh, lush, green grass next 
to the banks of the river. Spur wing plovers chatter 
loudly as they scour the ground for insects and 
worms. A pair of oystercatchers squawk loudly and 
dive as they try to protect their nest from a curious 
ewe. Hungry lambs race to their mothers for a drink 
of milk as they wake up. A slight breeze rustles the 
ribbon wood trees and make the blades of grass 
sway from side to side.

The strong netting fence reflects the light from 
the sun, climbing to the pinnacle of its run. It then 
becomes dull as a darkening cloud passes in front 
of it. The clouds, now dark and threatening, swell 
with water, bulging at the seams, until they start 
to overflow.
The first raindrops splatter into the flat calm 
waters of the river, sending out ripples in all 
directions. The steady tinkle of water from an 
old field tile emptying the paddocks is the only 
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sound as the sheep gather around rushes 
in huddled groups as they sense a storm coming to 
flood the river.
The flood peaks and, slowly, like a naughty child being 
told off, it sulks back into the river. As the last dirty 
puddles drain away, the deluge of debris becomes 
evident. Sticks, boards, logs, bottles, rushes, sand 
and silt everywhere. Covered in muck and wet, the 
lone sheep ploughs through the mud and silt to 
identify a bloated carcass.
A pukeko, chitters and flicks its tail as it slides 
across the mud, foraging for food. 
The netting fence that once stood strong and tall, 
reflecting the sun, has disappeared. The smell of 
mud and vegetation hangs in the air, but slowly 
dissipates as the breeze catches the odour and 
replaces it with a fresh, earthy smell.
The clouds part releasing the sun trapped behind 
storm clouds, spreading light everywhere. Glistening 
mud slides off the rushes with soft plops. Grass 
pokes through the muddy surface to find the sun. 
Already life as begun to grow.
Ryan Nicol - Year 11

At first I thought it was a joke when I heard the 
rumours that a fine, well established school with an 
expansive history like ours could possibly be made 
co-ed.  Southland Boys’ is not just a school, it is 
in itself a self contained community, host to nearly 
every type of personality and boys, or men, as we like 
to be referred to, with great pride in their school and 
location.
On first entry into our school, you either make a 
place for yourself or have one given to you.  After a 
few week you will almost certainly have been assigned 
a nickname.  A short few syllables that you will 
be know as for the rest of your stay.  Once you 
are known like this, you know you are a part of our 
community.
Boys here have freedom.  We are free from the 
embarrassing social hierarchies that girls surround 
themselves in.  We don’t need to be “cool” or have 
lots of friends.  We don’t need to be anyone who 
everyone wants us to be.  At Boys’ High we can be 
ourselves and we do not take that for granted.
Walking down the corridors of our school, while 
classes are in, your footsteps echo past a hard at 
work English class, or laughter fills the hall while one 
of our great down to earth teachers tells a story.
Our school not only works, it works with pride and a 
great sense of belonging.  Our school works as it is.
Kieran Cheung - Year 10

Most camps that people embark on are reflected 
upon as some of the best times they experience, 
due to the sheer enjoyment and the great memories 
they leave us with. Our 6th form PE camp was no 
exception. We left the morning after a rather large 
fundraiser for SBHS rowing, so for a start most of 
the guys were pretty lucky to make it to the bus. 
Once we arrived, we were put into groups and it 
was straight into activities, ranging from kayaking 
to waterskiing to rock climbing.

We started our kayaking careers by being educated 
in the art of sea kayaking, so as to lessen the 
risk of losing a few of us to the many hazards of 
river kayaking. A few struggled with the task of 
releasing themselves from the submerged kayak 
but most perfected it after some practice.

Waterskiing in the ‘The Cuda’, the infamous boat 
of Johnny Mac, proved a favourite for many as 
it provided them the opportunity to attempt the 
graceful skill for the first time. It also gave the 
accomplished skiers a chance to demonstrate 
their expertise.

Rock climbing with Mr Bill ‘Ironman’ Roxburgh 
was a whole new experience and a remarkably 
daunting one at that. Regardless of the fact that 
you’re connected to a harness, letting yourself fall 
backwards off a 10 metre high cliff once you reach 
the top is just breathtaking. That’s not to mention 
the times you fall when you’re not expecting it. 
However, the challenge of getting to the top, in 
good time as well, is great fun.

Mr Skelt, a man known for his perseverance and 
commitment, enforced it upon the happy campers 
as he induced an adventurous and gruelling 
mountain bike ride, teaching us the basics of 
mountain bike riding such as fixing punctures, and 
enlightening us about the beautiful countryside 
around us.

Year 12 PED Camp
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Once we had progressed past the stages of sea 
kayaking, we doubtfully made our way to the highly 
respected river. The task was one we were all wary 
of, knowing we were that idiotic that one of us was 
probably bound to drown! We got through it pretty 
scrape-free though and enjoyed the serenity of it 
all, thanks to the guidance of the great man, Mr 
Bisschops.

Last, but certainly not least, of our activities was 
traditional old sailing, something I’m not sure many 
of us had ever had the pleasure to undertake. This 
was a favourite among the boys, and spawned 
many competitive races between duos on the 
boats. This subsequently led to the breaking down 
of a few models, naturally due to the um .. weather 
conditions, so good old Mr Neilson wasn’t entirely 
happy with that, but he knew how grateful we were 
for his efforts in getting them up and going for us.

Camp is made the great experience it is 
not only by the activities we pursued, but 
by the small things that make it that much 
more memorable. Like watching Gunner 
rolling around in the middle of the camping 
ground in hysterics gasping “Look at him 
- hahahaaha - look at him”, between fits 
of laughter, as Civa Roxburgh stood in the 
doorway of his dorm in shock, donning a 
very, very small wetsuit.

Or, of course, the famous battle between the 
Beavs’ and the Hicks’ (the people of the small 
four man ‘beaver huts’ versus the people 
of the large comfortable fully equipped huts 
with TV dormitory!) This seemed to start off 
as a friendly game of cricket that culminated 
on the last night into a passionate battle 
consisting of well … war with food, incorporating 
much tactical espionage. Mind you, this was hard 
and left quite a bruise on the body. In the end 
the outnumbered, under-resourced, and under 
privileged Beavs’ defied all odds and lead into 
battle by Sergeant Dane Fasi, commenced an all-
out attack and annihilated the opposition.

Camps are always just overall a great time really 
and this was one of the classics. Thanks to all the 
teachers and parents who made this trip possible.

Plenty of awesome memories were created on this 
camp, undoubtedly some that you will reminisce 
about years on, so remember, never pass up the 
opportunity to travel on a 6th form camp, and carry 
on the legacy of the Beavs!

Nick McGrath

Year 13 Camp
From Sunday the 2nd to Wednesday the 5th 
of February, Year 13 and 14 students went to a 
leadership forum at Camp Tautuku.

The aim of the camp was to set goals in preparation 
for what was to be the most important schooling 
year of our lives.

We were put into groups, not necessarily with 
our friends, and immediately set out to do 
such activities as washing dishes, rock climbing, 
team building exercises, career aspirations and 
goal setting.

Highlights of the camp were the confidence 
course, Mrs Munro’s cooking, touch rugby on the 
beach, the weather and the riveting games of 
classic catches.

The ‘business’ side of the camp revolved around 
deciding what subjects we should look at taking 
in order to set ourselves up for future tertiary 
education, motivational speeches from past 
students and future career goal setting.

Highlights for ourselves were the unforgiving 
games of go home stay home, the suppers and 
the direction the camp gave us for our seventh 
form year. 

We would like to express our sincere thanks to all 
the efforts of teachers, parents and mentors who 
put their time and effort into the camp.

Jono Paulin & Elliot Dawson
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I am one of hundreds of students who are studying 
in Southland Boys’ High School. Because this is 
the last year I have of study, I have been planning 
my future.

Knowledge is power. I’m intending to improve 
myself from tertiary education (university) after I 
graduate from here. However, university study is 
just one chessman in my life, I prefer to obtain 
some work experience simultaneously. Because 
China is still a developing country, I will focus on a 
commerce degree and I will try my best to be an 
Accountant. 

While you ask me what family expects me to do, in 
my opinion my parents will be pleased when they 

are watching me becoming 
successful step by step.

No pain no gain. In order 
to achieve my dream, there 
is no doubt that I have to 
endeavour to study in the 
rest of my time at Southland 
Boys’ High School.

In my future life, I hope to have success in my 
education in New Zealand and I also want to do 
the job here too. I like the lifestyle in New Zealand. 
Sometimes I believe I want to spend my life in New 
Zealand.

I would like to go back to Thailand after I finish my 
education, but on the other hand I feel sad to leave 
here, which is a part of my life. But my personal 
hope is a good family. I need to have a good family 

like my own family.

In the rest of my life, I might 
travel around Asia. I like to 
visit people and know the 
culture of each country. But 
I hope to come back here 
again, when I am getting old 
in the future.

In South Korea my home city is Inchon which is not 
very far from the capital, Seoul, which once hosted 
the Olympic Games.

After Nursery School, I attended Elementary School 
from the ages of 8 to 13 then from 13 to 16 I 
attended a Middle School.

My school in Korea had only boys, so I am used 
to that. There were 1,500 boys at my school and 
there were 40 boys in my class.

School started at 8:30am. After every class we had 
a 10 minute interval. Lunchtime was at 1:00pm 
until 2:00pm and we went home at 3:30pm.

I had a 10 minute ride on a city bus to get to 
my home.

In Korea I studied too many subjects. Some of them 
were English, Maths, Science, Art, Sport, Social 
Studies, Accounting and History. My hobbies are 
listening to music, playing soccer and playing 

the piano. I started learning 
piano when I was 8 years old. 
My lessons finished when I 
was 13, but I can still play.

In my family I have a sister 
who is 10 years old. We have 
no pets at home because we 
live in an apartment.

Sang Jun Lee

International 
Students
In my future life, I hope to study about Architecture 
in a Polytech. It is very difficult for me to pass the 
exam, but I will try.

So I hope my career will be 
Architecture. I would like to 
get a job in New Zealand, 
but if I can’t, I will go back 
to Thailand and look for 
other jobs.

Hello there. I’m Lloyd - a Chinese boy who 
studies English and Maths at Southland Boys’ 
High School.

I like computing work, reading and writing. I have 
chosen Information Theory to study for next year. 
I think when I finish that course, I can get a 

good job of computing work. 
I also want a house - it does 
not need to be too big, 
expensive or beautiful - just 
warm and fragrant.

I like the seaside. I hope I 
can live on the beach, I also 
would like to travel around 
the world.

Nattapong Namwong

Lloyd Lu

Fil Danpittayathorn Tim Tan
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International Exchange Visits
KUMAGAYA BOYS’ HIGH SCHOOL 
VISIT TO SBHS

Hello. All of us from Kumagaya 
Boys’ High School appreciate your 
warm-hearted welcome! We would 
like to say a special thanks to Mr 
Baldwin and Mr McKinlay for the 
encouragement and efforts made 
to make this visit possible. Also, 
kind regards to Ms. Sasaki for her 
continuous support.

We have come all the way from 
Kumagaya to deepen the friendship 
and exchange of cultures between 
our schools. Geographically, our 
schools are quite a distance apart. 
However, thanks to our successful exchange 
program, the distance of our relationship 
has narrowed.

Our exchange program is in its eleventh year and 
during that time many students form Kumagaya 
Boys’ High School have visited your school and 
left with lifelong fond memories, all thanks to you.

This year, seventeen students will participate in 
this program to learn the languages and culture 
of New Zealand. We look forward to exchanging 
opinions with you and narrowing that distance 
even further.

Thank you very much.

SBHS VISITING 
KUMAGAYA BOYS’ HIGH SCHOOL

Kumagaya Nishi High School

I thought Kumagaya High School was a really good 
school. I also thought it was big 
and new. The classrooms however, 
were very small and were crammed 
with many students. All of the 
students and all of the teachers 
were really friendly and very helpful 
in helping us find our way around. 
I thought the set up was a bit 
weird how the students say in the 
same classroom and the teachers 
change their rooms. The classes 
were a bit boring mainly because 
I couldn’t understand the teacher. 
The one class I did understand 
though was English. I really enjoyed 

going to school in Kumagaya. The after school club 
activity were very interesting I got to watch Judo, 
Kyudo, rugby, baseball and swimming.; They all 
looked very interesting and some even difficult. I 
didn’t like having to take my shoes off whenever I 
entered a building.

My Host Family

Both of my host families were really kind and really 
welcoming. I already had friendships with both the 
boys and I think since the trip, those friendships 
here have been enhanced and the trip has brought 
us closer. I really enjoyed staying with them and 
I hope to stay with them again. Ayumu and I did 
some pretty cool things like playing Playstation 2 
and soccer and baseball in the backyard, he even 
took me to a ramen shop with his friends and to 
a Korean restaurant with his parents. I did some 
cool things with Kasuhiko too, like going fishing 
and playing baseball at his brother’s school with 
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his brothers. He also took me to a ramen shop 
with his friends and to a Sushi restaurant with his 
parents and brothers. I enjoyed my time with them 
and it was good to see them again.

Sightseeing in Tokyo

This was really cool, we got to go to some really 
cool places and do some really cool things. I 
especially enjoyed going up Tokyo Tower even if it 
was for the second time. I also enjoyed going to 
the Imperial Palace and the huge garden in Tokyo. 
I liked riding the trains and the monorail. I really 
enjoyed sightseeing in Tokyo 
and I wish to do it again.

Tokyo Disneyland

I really enjoyed Tokyo 
Disneyland but I was 
disappointed with the rides 
because they were mostly for 
little kids. However, we had 
fun with the host boys and 
did lots of cool stuff together, 
like riding the decent roller 
coasters and having lunch at 
Pizza Hutt which was very 
delicious. After lunch however was different, as I 
went off on my own and got lost and had to go on 
the rides by myself.

Kumagaya Koko Cultural Festival

The school festival was really cool and it was 
our first taste of Japanese culture. It sort of 
caught me off guard how open and fun loving 
the Japanese people are. All the Kumagaya High 
School students were really friendly during the 
festival and I got to be a part of a few of the clubs 
including my host boys clubs (Futsal). It was great 
and I really enjoyed it.

Kumagaya Koko Sport Day

This school sport day was very different from 
our sport day at school. I prefer their sports day 
as it concentrates more on 
team sports and also having 
fun and doing stupid things. 
They don’t really care if they 
win or loose but if they win 
then it makes them even 
more happy than before. The 
sports that were run were 
really cool as well. I really 
enjoyed sports day.

Anthony Cross

Southland Boys’ High School have hosted two 
groups of young students from Thailand during 
this school year (our third group in the space of 
a year). They have been boys and girls aged 11 
- 15 from varying parts of Thailand. To be eligible 
to travel with the group, the students must pass a 
comprehensive English test.

The Universal Cultural Exchange or UCE were 
here on an activity based programme, which sees 
them studying ESOL, doing Kiwi cooking and a 
little local art, to jet boating, horse riding and 
spending a few days at Camp Columba - situated 
at Pukerau.

Each group is required to make a presentation 
about different parts of Thailand, which the students 
of our school are welcome to come and see. The 
Thai students also have to perform a concert at 
the end of their stay to host families and staff 
members. In this concert we are given a taste of 
Thai national costume, dance and games.

It is great to see students of another culture mixing 
so well with our boys. They are always made to feel 
very welcome at our school.

UCE Exchange 
from Thailand
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I could choose all my subjects. This is not possible 
in Germany until year 13.

All in all I have had a good time at Boys’ High and 
I am pretty sure that it will stay like that. 

Georg Camehl

Hi, my name is Charles. I’m an EF Exchange 
Student from Canada. I am having the most 
awesome time here in New Zealand. Southland 
Boys’ High School is really cool and the people are 
very friendly. 

There has been heaps to do at the weekends. 
I have really enjoyed water skiing, hanging out 
at friends places. What I 
really like is your weather. You 
don’t have -30°C winters and 
your summer is quite nice. 
I haven’t travelled yet, but 
I’m looking forward to seeing 
your beautiful country.

Charles Lessard-Brassard

When I heard that I would 
go to Southland Boys’ High 
School during my year in 
New Zealand, I was very 
curious. What would it be 
like to be at a single sex 
school? Would I get on with 
all those English speaking 
people? Even wearing a 

school uniform was a new experience for me.

So I got onto the plane in July of this year and 
arrived in Invercargill more than 20 hours after I 
had departed from Germany.

On my first day at school I felt a bit lost, but 
that changed over the next few days. I felt quite 
comfortable after only a short time and neither the 
uniform nor the absence of girls was a problem.

I had a lot of new experiences over the following 
weeks and I learned to appreciate the New 
Zealand school system. I am especially happy that 

Exchange Students

Interhouse 
Cultural Comps
During the second term, SBHS held it’s first ever 
Cultural Interhouse Competition. This involved the 
five school houses, Pearce, Uttley, Grant, Deaker 
and Coldstream, with boys from all the houses 
joining in to make this a great school event.

After many weeks of preparation, the day finally 
came for the houses to meet in a spirit of rivalry and 
fierce competition. The house who could perform 
the strongest would be crowned champions.

When all the houses had finished their haka and the 
National Anthem and the campaigns to be number 
one had ended, the placings were announced with 
Deaker taking out first place.

The other houses were outraged that their quest 
was to no-avail, but after all the fuss ended, 
everyone agreed that it was worth the practice 
with everybody having an outright enjoyable day. 

Nicky Herbert

National Speech Competition
On 18 September 2003, I went to Palmerston 
North to represent Southland Boys’ High School 
and the Southland region for the National Speech 
Competition.

In the senior section there are two categories. The 
first section has 12 Mäori speakers and the second 
section has 12 English speakers from around the 
New Zealand regions.

The competitions are a very important place for 
the speakers to represent their regions. Most of the 
speakers had a lot of support from their school. 
When the speaker was doing the speech on stage, 
the school would stand behind to show their 
support and when the speaker finished, the school 
would do a haka tautoko. Because I came from 
so far away, I didn’t have anyone from SBHS to 
tautoko me, but my Nan and the people from my 
old school did. I was nervous, but once I got 
started I felt okay.

National speech competitions don’t just have 
speakers speaking for no reason at all. They show 
us the leaders for tomorrow. So there is more to 
speech competitions than just standing up and 
talking. My speech was about where haka is going 
in the future. The most important thing is to keep 
Te Reo going and alive, because without the 
language, haka would not survive.

Overall, it was a cool time. I enjoyed seeing my 
whanau, and I was happy with the way that I did 
my speech. My Nan was proud of me too.

Takuta Ngarimu
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Prefects
Key

AKA = Also Known As
PD = Probable Destination

T = Trademark
FS = Favourite Saying

H = Hero
FP = Favourite Pastime
L2W = Likes 2 Watch

Andrew Mills
AKA = Millhouse/Mills
PD = The next Paul Holmes
T = Ginga beard/Dark moods
FS = “What was your mark?”
H = Mel Gibson/Clive Williams
FP = Prefect Business
L2W = Black and white war videos

Jonathan Paulin
AKA = Paulinator/Goldilocks
PD = Pinup boy for McLeans toothpaste
T = His PK impressions/putting fires out
FS = “Watch me work the moj”
H = His Dad (Steve Jackson)
FP = Brushing his teeth
L2W = Foot Rot Flats

Jeremy Bekhuis
AKA = Jezz
PD = Some sandy beach
T = Atomic bomb
FS = “Yeah, me and Nic are 
  back together”
H = David Hasslehoff
FP = Saving helpless girls at the Oreti
L2W = Bay Watch

Jay Coote
AKA = Ray
PD = Double with Rob Waddel
T = SBHS fittest man with a pot 
  (relaxed muscle)
FS = “Shut up Robin” & “Man that’s buzz”
H = Caleb Ralph
FP = Indulging in Mongkok greasies
L2W = Free movies with his wife

Francois Davis
AKA = Frankie
PD = Co-pilot with Mills
T = Ability to spit up random facts
FS = “Jokes aside”, “My favourite teacher” 
  & “I thought we were mates?”
H = Mr Richardson “favourite teacher”
FP = Buying people lunch
L2W = Airport

Elliot Dawson
AKA = Everret/Garth’s boy/Elmo/EL
PD = Middle Earth
T = Sarcasm
FS = “Bring my coffee boy”
H = Garth Dawson
FP = Playing ‘Lord of the Rings’
L2W = Coronation Street

William De Ruyter
AKA = Willy
PD = Hosting ‘The Weakest Link’
T = Blatant/harsh comments
FS = “Are you trying to be funny?”
H = Simon from American Idol
FP = Telling it like it is
L2W = American History X

Brad Fallow
AKA = General/Doug/Chop
PD = 2008 Olympics (flag carrier)
T = Cheese/Sleeze/Receedo
FS = “I didn’t know you liked her”
H = Grant Anderson
FP = Trying to be black/
  Getting amongst it
L2W = Bellamy’s homemade video

Michael Fraser
AKA = Frayza
PD = Dirty rich
T = Bring the dark horse
FS = “I hope they’ve got mufti today”
H = Mr Strang
FP = Going to Chemistry at 
  Girls’ High
L2W = The birthday video from mates

Grant Hardie
AKA = Hardy
PD = Sheep station
T = Soft spoken voice
FS = “That’s punishing”
H = Wal
FP = Hostel games
L2W = Outdoors with Jeff

Neal Kerr
AKA = Blackness/Jedatiech
PD = Cotton fields/World Vision Ad
T = Palm reading
FS = “I’ve just got a bit on Ms”
H = Malcolm X
FP = Jezza’s
L2W = DB2

Andrew Lloyd
AKA = Andrew … Lloyd
PD = Road Knights
T = Fiery red hair
FS = Backing up Willy’s comments
H = Paul Tito
FP = Being nice and then   
  backstabbing ya
L2W = The Hunt for Red October

Stephen Marshall
AKA = Stevo/Bao Ngoc’s Mrs
PD = Cooking and cleaning 
  for his girlfriend
T = Apricot impressions
FS = “Oh this weekend … 
  um yeah I’ve got something on”
H = John Lennon and Yoko Ono
FP = Blowing his mates off 
L2W = Computer

Jamie Mackintosh
AKA = Pie
PD = All Blacks
T = XXXL
FS = Any quotes from Braveheart
H = Dave Hewitt
FP = Eating small children
L2W = All the photos of himself in the 
paper

Adam Nind
AKA = Nindey
PD = Farm
T = Tactics for wooing the ladies
FS = “Nah, I don’t remember doing 
that”
H = Ben Robinson
FP = Working with sheep
L2W = No. 8 Wired

Christopher Paterson
AKA = Brows/Scubo
PD = Coldstream 4 eva
T = Big hits - 
  Jerry Collins style
FS = Hostel jargon
H = Grant Hardie
FP = Staying at Coldstream
L2W = The Phantom

Elijah Plunkett
AKA = Algee
PD = Microsoft
T = Computer buff
FS = Computer jargon
H = Bill Gates
FP = Playing with gadgets
L2W = Who Wants to be a Millionaire?

Ben Robertson
AKA = Robo
PD = Management of models
T = Bigger pecs than Crosso
FS = “Silence”
H = Mr Thompson
FP = Writing in the withdrawal book
L2W = Sticky TV

Peti Seuli
AKA = Peti-bo
PD = Kindy teacher
T = Big softy
FS = “Yeah, I can help you with that”
H = Jo Williamson
FP = Doing for others
L2W = What Now?

Jason Strang
AKA = Strangger
PD = Adult movie industry
T = 6 foot +
FS = “Bet ya can”
H = Dirk Diggler
FP = Making the guys feel insecure
L2W = Anaconda

Avinash Varghese
AKA = Nash
PD = Bollywood
T = Suave look
FS = “Please come again”
H = Collin - shuttle driver
FP = Working in the dark room
L2W = Discovery

James Wadsworth
AKA = Zee/James Pie
PD = Black Caps
T = Smooth lines
FS = “That’s Cuthill?”
H = Mr Moore
FP = Pretending to be a nice guy
L2W = Neighbours

Stephen Weir
AKA = Weiro
PD = Coldstream Hostel manager
T = Vicious outbursts/Redness 
FS = “Man he’s arrogant”
H = William Weatherburn
FP = Chopping beers
L2W = Country Calendar

Sam Wilson
AKA = Sammy
PD = Tanning salon
T = Golden brown skin
FS = “How much did your top cost?”
H = James Cambridge
FP = Getting flack from the boys
L2W = Will and Grace
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Blues Awards
Prefects
Andrew Mills (Head Prefect) + Cricket,  
Academic Y13
Jonathan Paulin (Deputy Head Prefect) 
+ Music, Hockey, Academic Y13
Jeremy Bekhuis + Music
Jay Coote
Francois Davis 
Elliot Dawson + Cricket, Drama
William de Ruyter
Brad Fallow 
Michael Fraser + Academic Y13
Grant Hardie + Tennis
Neal Kerr + Hockey, Rowing
Andrew Lloyd 
Jamie Mackintosh + Rugby
Stephen Marshall + Drama, Music
Adam Nind + Tennis
Chris Paterson + Academic Y13
Elijah Plunkett + Academic Y13
Benjamin Robertson
Peti Seiuli + Drama, Music
Jason Strang + Rugby
Avinash Varghese 
James Wadworth + Cricket
Stephen Weir 
Sam Wilson 

Athletics
Sam Ballam
Christopher O’Byrne 
Wade Yaxley + Rugby

Badminton
Gregory Erickson 

Basketball
Taei Aluni + Rugby
Fil Danpittayathorn 

Hud Edwards + Rugby
Matthew Holland 
Tim Proffit
Kaleni Taetuli + Kapa Haka, Rugby
Benjamin Tatana

Cricket
Matthew Anderson-Stewart + Hockey
Mark Beer
Campbell Cuthill + Rugby, Academic 
Y12
Sam Dixon
Shaun Fitzgibbon 
William Norman
Hamish Skelt + Hockey, Rugby
Jaco Van der Westhuizen +
Academic Y12

Debating
Christopher Watson + Academic Y12

Drama
Stuart Maunsell + Kapa Haka
Takuta Ngarimu + Kapa Haka
Leonard Smith + Kapa Haka

Golf
Saan Carroll
Simon Patton + Skiing
Mathew Tautari

Hockey
Bellamy Acker 
James Cambridge + Skiing
Dean Elder 
Thomas Jefferies 
Timothy Riley + Academic Y12

Kapa Haka
Quintin Akuhata
Lance Naera 

Rowing
Joshua Bekhuis + Rugby
Richard Little 
Andrew Mackintosh + Academic 
Y12
Daniel Manley 

Rugby
Bryce Carnie
Ben Chisholm
Ginho Haurua 
Nicholas McGrath 
William McQuinn
Cam Nelson 
Dane Shelford

Skiing
Terry Swney 
Logan Swney 

Swimming
Todd Anderson
Tony Dodds 
Paul Howie 
Warrick Phillips 

Tennis
Mitchell Flack
Jacob Priergaard-Peterson

Trap Shooting
Simon Clark
Ryan Healy 
Chris Hughes
Colin Waghorn 

Academic Year 12
Tim Jackson
Timothy Patterson
Aaron Trent
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To all the Teachers 
I met last year …
“This was to be a letter of 
greetings for the New Year, 
but I am only taking the time 
to do it now. I wanted to 
thank you for the ten months I 
spent in your school, and the 
things I had the opportunity 
to experience.

I remember thinking the 
assemblies were such a 
strange thing to do, because I had never seen 
some meeting of that kind at home. But Mrs 
Williamson can tell you that by the end of the year, I 
did my best to sing the anthem as best as I could!

By the way, the school production is one of the 
things I enjoyed very much. I hope you will still 
be able to organise such shows in the next few 
years. Anyway, what I wanted to say is that through 
assemblies, sports, music and trips, the school 
takes another dimension. I miss this school spirit 
which we do not really have here, although we 
study a lot.

My family is hosting an exchange student this year, 
a 17 year old boy from Germany. We are getting on 
pretty well with each other and I have been able 
to help him with some troubles all the exchange 
students have to face daily. I try to welcome him 
with the same warmth that I was welcomed with 
last year, but my school is not used to having this 
sort of pupil.

I am sure you have a great prefects team this year, 
especially the head and the deputy head boy.

I heard Jamie 
Mackintosh was 
having a brilliant 
rugby season, 
and that he was 
coming to France 
with the All 
Blacks. I can’t 
wish him to win 
against us, but I hope he will have a great tour! I 
will finish 6th form in three months, then I still have 
a year at high school. Afterwards I should go to 
university to do some scientific studies.”

Etienne Le Blanc

Interschools
One of the best things about being at Southland 
Boys’ is having the opportunity to go on an 
interschool exchange. Whether it’s for a sport or 
cultural exchange, you will find it to be a great 
experience and an opportunity you should not 
pass up.

Team trips are always fun. You can talk about 
how good the opposition might be and what kind 
of people you will stay with, or you can just do 
nothing and enjoy the ride.

The anticipation is HUGE, when you get off the 
bus, the plane or whatever you have travelled in, 
to meet the family you are going to stay with. While 
the names are being read out you get butterflies 
and you want to get it over with. But it doesn’t take 
long to get to know your new family, remember, 
they too are wondering what you will be like!

Representing your school is an honour and you 
do it with pride. You go hard and give 110% all 
the way. Nobody can predict the outcome and if it 
doesn’t go your way, at least you know you gave it 
your best.

Interschool’s are meant to be fun, so make the most 
of your opportunities, give it everything you’ve got 
and leave with no regrets.

Alastair Simpson
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Music Wrap
SBHS had a high participation rate on the music 
scene in 2003. 

The first involvement of our boys was at the 
Chamber of Music Contest - an annual event in 
May held at the First Church. The school entered in 
two sections. Boys involved were Leonard Smith, 
Takuta Ngarimu, Lukus Murch, Peter Adlam, Peti 
Seiuli, Stephen Marshall, Jeremy Bekhuis and 
Krik Hammett. 

Also in May was the Southland Regional Final 
of the Coke/Smokefree Rockquest. Four bands 
completed with members of SBHS in their ranks. 
These were “Koleerik”, “May Contain Traces of 
Nuts”, “Bradley Sycamore Experience” and the 
eventual winners “Good Night Nurse”.

In June, SBHS entered the Southland Secondary 
Schools Choral Festival, also held at the First 
Church. Up against some very experienced choirs, 
Pacific Harmony performed very well and won the 
public over. The boys had received expert tuition 
from Winsome Humphries and James Hetfield 
all year. 

In October, the final secondary schools music 
competition of the year was held at the Ascot 
Park Hotel - the Jazz Festival. Jono Paulin and 
Stephen Marshall were involved with the group 
“Five Knuckle Shuffle” who won the competition 

and received the prestigious trophy. This was 
Jono’s first taste of a victory in the festival 
and Stephen’s second. A win in the Jazz 
Festival was a marvellous way to complete 
the music year.

Congratulations to all boys who competed and 
performed in any music performance this year. It 
takes a lot of guts to go out of your comfort zone 
and sing and perform in front ot the public. You did 
yourselves proud.

“Five Knuckle Shuffle”
During our second to last cultural assembly, the 
whole school was privileged to hear the student 
band “Five Knuckle Shuffle” perform in the SBHS 
hall. The band is a combination of James Hargest 
students and Southland Boys’ students, Stephen 
Marshall and Jono Paulin.

They entertained us with three numbers: ‘Down by 
the Riverside’ sung acapella in four part harmony; 
the theme from ‘Rocky’ as an instrumental number 
and ‘Mustang Sally’.

I thought they were great! They sounded as good 
as the original groups and it was good to see our 
talented students performing in their own hall.

These talented senior students won the 2003 Jazz 
Festival and after their performance, it is easy to 
see why.

Brad Lunn
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Athletic Results
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Back Row: Sam Ballam, Rhys Maslin, Mitchell Flack Front Row: Braden Kyle, Chris O’Byrne, Tim Proffit

Cross Country News
The school sent a Junior Team (Under 14) and 
a Senior Team (Under 16) to the Southland 
Secondary Schools Cross Country Championships 
held in Te Anau on 8 May and the Otago/Southland 
Secondary Schools Cross Country Championships 
in Milton on 5 June 2003. 

As well as our usual stars, each team was backed 
up by honest performances from all of its members 
who can be justly proud of their efforts during 
the season.

Te Anau 
Under 14

W Kean 8th
C McGregor 10th
C Diack 12th Overall 3rd team

David Gare 21st
M Clearwater 33rd

Under 16

Sam Ballam 1st

Brayden Kyle 12th
James Hardie 13th Overall 3rd team

Michael Douglas 15th
Braden Diack 24th

Milton
Under 15

Michael Douglas 7:09
C McGregor 7:20
W Kean 7:21 Overall 7th team

Corey Diack 7:28
David Gare 7:59
Brayden Neustroski 8:11

Senior Boys

Ryan Nicol 6:27
Brayden Kyle 6:43
Braden Diack 6:50 Overall 6th team

Mitchell Flack 7:03
Tim Proffit 7:15
Chris O’Byrne 7:16

Athletics Team 2003

Round The Park Results 2003
Year 9
1st Dwane Ashby 
2nd Cameron Stevens
3rd Craig McGregor

Year 10
1st John Hardie
2nd Michael Douglas 
3rd William Kean

Year 11
1st Sam Ballam 
2nd Ryan Nicol
3rd Todd Anderson

Year 12/13
1st Jay Coote 
2nd Richard Little
3rd Elliot Dawson

House Points
Coldstream  -  59 
Uttley  -  30 
Pearce  -  27 
Grant  -  25 
Deaker  -  21
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Meadow Fresh SBHS 1st XI

Back Row: Shaun Fitzgibbon, Mark Beer
Middle Row: Willy Norman, Sam Dixon, Hamish Skelt, Jaco Van der Westheuizen

Front Row: Andrew Mills, Elliot Dawson, Campbell Cuthill (C), Matthew Anderson-Stewart, James Wadworth
Absent: Tim Riley

The Meadow Fresh Southland Boys’ High School 
1st XI cricket team of 2003 was a mixture of youth 
and experience. 

With the loss of four senior key players from 
last year, it was always going to be a year 
of development and consolidation. The squad 
consisted of three seventh formers, nine sixth 
formers and one fifth former.

The squad trained hard and developed their skill 
level and technical parts of their game throughout 
the season.

Playing in the Senior Southland Competition was 
always going to be a challenge, as we were 
competing against vastly more experienced and 
older players. The squad, however, competed very 
well and proved in most games, both in the Limited 
Over Competition and the Two Day Competition, 
that they were no easy beats.

The team had a number of excellent wins in the 
one day competition defeating Marist Invercargill 
Old Boys twice and Central Western, which they 
can be justifiably very proud of. 

In the two day competition the highlight was the 
win against Marist. Batting first, Marist scored 281 
for 6 declared, obviously expecting to bowl us 
out cheaply twice to win the game. In a fantastic 
performance, Southland Boys’ scored 421 for 4 
with Tim Mclean 168 (retired), Campbell Cuthill 

132 (retired), Hamish Skelt 54 (not out) and Shaun 
Fitzigibbon 51 (not out) in what is believed to 
be the highest total posted in Southland two day 
cricket.

New season 2003/04
With the new season now underway at the time 
of writing the report, the one day competition 
has begun in earnest. The 1st XI have started 
extremely positively, recording three wins out of 
their first five games and have shown to date that 
they are developing into a very compact unit.

The squad has very good depth and with a desire 
to perform to their best they should look forward to 
a successful season.

The team would like to thank Mr Skelt for his 
coaching and guidance. The standards and 
expectations were high and we were certainly left 
in no doubt if we didn’t reach them. We are all 
better players. Thanks.

The team also thanks Meadow Fresh for their 
continued sponsorship. We are appreciative of 
your support.

Pen Portraits
Jaco Van der Westhuizen 
Left hand opener. Worked hard and made sound 
progress. Once established must continue to remain 
positive and convert those starts into scores. Ability to hit 
the ball hard. Southland U17.
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INTERSCHOOLS

vs Shirley Boys’
Our first interschool of the season was against 
Shirley Boys’ from Christchurch. Played at 
Southland Boys’ on a good wicket with an even 
bounce, the game proved to be exciting and it was 
only the rain late on the second day that robbed 
Southland Boys’ of a victory.

Winning the toss, Shirley batted and were in 
immediate trouble to the medium paced bowling 
of Mark Beer, Matthew Anderson-Stewart and 
Elliot Dawson. All bowlers showed good pace 
and accuracy and it was Elliot Dawson with the 
outstanding figures of 5 for 16 that saw Shirley 
dismissed for 95. A fine piece of swing bowling.

Southland Boys’ batted and scored 229 all out 
with James Wadworth 57 and Campbell Cuthill 
43, providing the platform for a 134 run lead. All 
batsmen showed that they were prepared to work 
for their runs.

Batting a second time, Shirley proved a lot more 
resilient and were also prepared to occupy the 
crease to establish a good total. Eventually they 
were dismissed for 208, leaving Southland 74 runs 
to win in a round 25 overs. A very gettable target.

After great weather for the two days, it decided to 
pour when we started the run chase and we had to 
settle for a draw.

An enjoyable game with some very good 
performances from the troops.

vs Kings High School

The Kings interschool played at Southland Boys, 
proved to be a disappointment and ended up 
a draw with Southland Boys’ having the edge 
throughout the two days, but unable to deliver the 
killer blow.

Batting first, the game started in sensational fashion 
with Mark Beer bowling the opening batter with the 
first ball of the match. The bowling continued to be 
tight and aided by some fine catching and fielding, 
Kings were dismissed for 132.

Elliot Dawson’s swing bowling proving a real 
handful for all batsman and he grabbed himself 
another 5 wicket haul (5 for 37).

Andrew Mills
A player who gives 100% in all areas. Must rate himself 
a little more and have confidence in his all round ability. 
His off spin bowling proved vital on numerous occasions. 
A good season.
Southland U19, U17.

James Wadsworth
A player with a lot of potential. Technically sound batter 
with a wide range of shots. Must work on shot selection 
and become more mentally tough. Some good spells 
with the ball, especially in the one dayers.
Otago U19 Development, Southland U19.

Campbell Cuthill
A good season. Developing into an attractive, mature 
and consistent batsman. A great turner of the ball who 
must continue to develop this aspect of his game. 
Highlight of his season an unbeaten 132 not out against 
Marist - important year in 2004.
Otago U19, Southland U19.

Hamish Skelt
Good work ethic. Developing into a very organised player 
with excellent determination. Shows good maturity, often 
scoring runs in difficult situations. Must develop bowling. 
Fine fielder - looking forward to a big 2004.
Otago U17, Southland U17.

Shaun Fitzgibbon
Classy keeper who sets himself high standards and 
achieves them. Continues to show pleasing technique 
in his batting. Becoming a consistent run getter - 
expectations are high for next year.
Otago U17, Southland U17.

Mark Beer
A sound season. Developing into a new ball bowler with 
good pace and accuracy. Aggressive and technically 
sound lower order batsman who must continue to push 
for a higher spot. Fine fielder - 2004 is important in your 
development.
Otago U17, Southland U17. 

Matthew Anderson-Stewart
Fine season. Opening bowler with genuine out swing. 
Pace continued to increase with technical improvements 
in action. Although he didn’t get many opportunities with 
the bat, a very capable and technically correct batter. 
Top class fielder - big year in 2004.
Southland U19.

Elliot Dawson
Focussed player with great determination and energy. 
Excellent season with the ball. Two five wicket bags in 
the interschools were a just reward for hard work. Hard 
hitting middle order batsman with a sound technique. 
Good luck next year.

Sam Dixon
Solid and reliable batsman. Worked hard to improve 
technique. Must continue to work on shot selection. 
Top team man who supports his players no matter the 
situation. Reliable fielder.

Willy Norman
Right handed batsman with a positive and motivated 
approach. Must work hard to improve technique in 
order to continue his improvement. Safe man with good 
hands. Look forward to increased performances next 
year. Making progress with the ball.

Tim Riley
Left arm medium pace bowler who continues to improve. 
Must have more confidence in his undoubted ability. 
As strength develops so will his pace. Very compact 
and technically correct batsman who has the ability 
to occupy the crease and develop an innings. Must 
continue improvement in 2004.

Andrew Leckie
A very young player brought in at the start of the 2004 
season. Potential both with bat and ball. Must continue 
to work hard on technical aspects.
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Meadow Fresh SBHS 1st XI Cricket continued...

Southland Boy’s attacked the target in a positive 
manner Mark Beer 46, Campbell Cuthill 37 and 
Sam Dixon 34, helped the total along and with 
some useful scores from the lower order, saw us 
declare at 236 for 8. A useful first innings lead.

Kings batted well in their second innings and 
occupied the crease for long periods of time 
eventually being dismissed for 223. Elliot Dawson 3 
for 49, Andrew Mills 3 for 48 and Mark Beer 2 for 37.

This left Southland Boys’ 119 to win, however there 
was only 18 overs left in the day and the game 
ended in a draw.

vs Otago Boys’ High at Littlebourne, Dunedin

Played on a very difficult batting wicket which was 
two paced and had very inconsistent bounce.

Otago Boys’ won the toss and batted in excellent 
overhead conditions. They were soon in trouble 
with Matthew Anderson-Stewart and Mark Beer 
proving a handful. At 17 for 3, Southland Boys’ 
were on top however a 30 run partnership for the 
4th wicket proved valuable. Otago Boys’ ground 
their way to 135 all out. Bowling for Southland Boys 
Mark Beer 4 for 45, Tim Riley 3 for 22 did the job.

Southland Boys’ found the going just as hard 
, however a good 4th wicket partnership of 40 
between Campbell Cuthill 37 and Hamish Skelt 
18, saw Southland through to 93 at stumps on the 
first day.

The second day proved to be a real handful as the 
wicket continued to deteriorate. Southland Boy’s 
were dismissed for 132 - three short of Otago.

Batting in their second innings, Otago declared 
at 153 for 8. Mark Beer 3 for 48 and Matthew 
Anderson-Stewart 3 for 14 being the pick of the 
bowlers.

Chasing 156 to win, Southland Boys’ started 
positively, however the fall of 4 quick wickets saw 
the run chase given up. Hamish Skelt 18 not out 
and Shaun Fitzgibbon 16 not out, batted out the 
last 2 1⁄2 hours with Southland Boys’ 69 for 4 at the 
close.

The game was played in excellent spirit between 
two evenly matched teams. The wicket was not up 
to the standard required at interschool level which 
was a shame.

GILLETTE CUP

The Meadow Fresh SBHS 1st XI entered the Gillette 
New Zealand Secondary School 1st XI competition 
with great determination and enthusiasm.

After last years fantastic performance reaching 
the Top 4 and competing in the National Finals in 
Palmerston North, this year was always going to 
be hard.

Southland Zone

As a finalist from last year, we were pitted against 
James Hargest in the Southland Zone playoff. 

Playing at home and batting first, SBHS reached 
236 in their 50 overs. A well complied 130 from 
Campbell Cuthill and from Shaun Fitzgibbon saw 
us through to a more than useful total.

Hargest managed only 108 with all the bowlers 
bowling good lines backed up with some fine 
fielding, which created pressure for the Hargest 
batsman.

The next opponent was Kings’ High from Dunedin. 
Played at Logan Park on a very average wicket. 
Southland Boys’ won the toss and batted.

It was hard work from the first over, the wicket 
making life difficult for all batters. Southland Boys’ 
crawled their way through to 127 in the 50 overs. 
Andrew Mills (31), Matt Anderson-Steward (22) 
and JC Van der Westhuizen 18 showed good 
determination.

Kings started in positive fashion and looked to be 
trying to win the game in quick time. However, 
Southland Boys’ kept chipping away with Beer, 
Anderson-Stewart and Dawson making the batsman 
work hard. A sensational spell from Andrew Mills 
(4 - 12) was the death of Kings and in a dramatic 
finish, Kings were dismissed 5 runs short.

A top result and this showed the boys that even 
defending a relatively small total if you keep 
your standards high and create pressure, anything 
can happen.

Final

Through to the final against old foes, Otago Boys’.

Batting first, Otago Boys’ were in early trouble and 
never really recovered apart from a 34 run last 
wicket stand which took them to 137 all out.

Andrew Mills produced another devastating spell 
of off spin bowling, bagging 5 for 25 and along 
with taking a sensational catch, it certainly was his 
day.

Southland Boys’ were also in trouble early, however 
a good partnership between Campbell Cuthill and 
Hamish Skelt put us on target again.

A dramatic collapse saw us struggling, however 
with Skelt standing tall and Elliot Dawson hitting 
the loose ball, we inched closer to the target.

It was not to be our day and unfortunately we lost 
our last two wickets just 6 runs short with Hamish 
Skelt left 42 not out.

A disappointing loss, especially as the game was 
there for the taking. Let’s hope we learnt some 
valuable lessons.
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four colour section
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four colour section
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four colour section
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four colour section
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Colts XI Cricket

This season saw a mix of seven Year 10 and five 
Year 9 boys, most of whom were Southland age 
group representatives or returning members.

INTERSCHOOLS 

vs Shirley Boys’ High School

The first interschool of the year was played in 
Invercargill. Southland Boys’ won the toss and sent 
Shirley into bat.

Shirley Boys’ High School 1st innings - 225 all out 
(Andrew Leckie 4-32).

Southland Boys’ High School 1st innings - 217 all 
out (Greg Dawson 46, Glen Frew 39, Tom Flaus 30, 
Greg Finn 32).

Shirley Boys’ High School 2nd innings - 153-9 
(Sam Talwar 3-19).

The match was abandoned because of rain at 
5:00pm - result draw.

vs Kings High School

The second interschool was again held in 
Invercargill. Southland Boys’ won the toss and 
batted scoring 235 for 8 declared (Jason Osborne 
not out 60, Andrew Leckie 44 and Ben Finn 42).

Kings were dismissed for 54 with Josh Fitzgibbon 
taking 3 for 1, Greg Dawson 2 for 6 and Glen Frew 
2 for 16.

Kings were sent in to follow on and were dismissed 
for 122 (Josh Fitzgibbon 6-21).

Result WIN to Southland Boys’ by an innings and 
59 runs.

vs Otago Boys’ High School

The final interschool was us travel to Dunedin. 
Otago Boys’ won the toss and batted, reaching 
209 for 8 declared (Glen Frew 2-26 and Sam 
Talwar 2-26).

Southland Boys’ were dismissed for 91 with Ben 
Finn not out for 26 and Greg Dawson 14.

Southland Boys’ were forced to follow on and 
scored 133 (Glen Frew 21, Greg Dawson 21 and 
Hosh Fitzgibbon 25). This left Otago Boys’ needing 
6 to win which they did in their first over of the 
second innings.

Result - WIN to Otago Boys’ by 10 wickets.

The team performed very well over the season and 
Andrew Leckie showed maturity and sound cricket 
knowledge in his captaincy.

The opening pair of Tom Flaus and Ben Finn looks 
promising for future years. Jason Osborne, Ben 
Finn and Greg Dawson showed great patience in 
their ability to occupy the crease while Glen Frew 
and Andrew Leckie showed ability to hit the ball 
hard to the boundary.

With the ball the spin of Willy Mills proved difficult 
for opposition batsmen, while the accuracy and 
tight line and length of Josh Fitzgibbon showed 
what is needed to take wickets.

Matthew Harris and Bradley Campbell played good 
supportive roles in the team and the development 
and willingness to learn and improve their game 
by all players holds hope for the future.

Back: Jason Osborne, Duane Pitcher Middle: Sam Talwar, Tom Flaus, Ben Finn, Glen Frew
Front: William Mills, Josh Fitzgibbon, Andrew Leckie (C), Greg Dawson, Bradley Campbell

Absent: Mathew Harris
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Cricket - 2nd XI
The 2nd XI for 2002/2003 again played in the 
Senior Reserve Competition. Games against city 
teams like Verdon and SBHS 1st XI’s featured, 
while there was always the old struggle against 
clubs like Marist, Waikiwi and Central Western.

As per usual, the 2nd XI is seen as a spring 
board by many junior player for future honours in 
the School’s premier team. Indeed Andrew Leckie, 
Glen Frew and James Crisp have benefited from 
brief rotations up to the 1xt XI ranks to gain 
experience and confidence. 

Fine contributions from Sam Dixon, Tim Riley, JC 
Van der Westhuizen and William Norman during 
the Term 1 season saw them promoted at the 
beginning of the Term 4 round. Kelvin ‘the crusher’ 
Harper and Nicky ‘the hit man’ Herbert provided 
inspiration in the middle order and latterly the 
addition of Brendan Roxburgh has given us another 

batsman who is prepared to graft. 

When “not injured”, Andrew Meikle continued to 
bowl his seamers effectively, while Tom Flaus is 
developing into a determined opening batsman.

The policy of developing young talent has 
continued with the inclusion of Jason Osborne, 
Bradley Campbell, Ben Finn, Greg Dawson and 
Sean Fitzgibbon from the Colts. Hopefully, these 
players will enjoy another season of comradeship 
and civil competition before moving up to the 
serious business of representing the school at 1st 
XI level.

Notable matches included a last over win against 
James Hargest 1st XI and bowling out Waikiwi for a 
paltry 55 - our ‘nemesis’ team over the last couple 
of seasons. Other scalps included Mt Anglem, 
Metropolitan and Marist on occasions.
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Rugby Meadow Fresh SBHS 1st XV

Back Row: Jason Strang, Josh Bekhuis, Kaleni Taetuli
Third Row: Harawira Edwards, Nick McGrath, Taei Aluni, Andrew Mackintosh, Bryce Carnie, Campbell Cuthill

Second Row: Mr A Bailey (coach), Hamish Skelt, Delwyn Hughes, William Norman, Cam Nelson, 
Tim Sneddon, Mr P Skelt (coach)

Front Row: Shaun Fitzgibbon, Ginho Haurua, Jamie Mackintosh (c), Ben Chisholm (vc), William McQuinn, 
Dane Shelford, Quinton Winsloe Insert: Dan Wells

The 2003 season was always going to be an 
interesting and exciting year for the 1xt XV.

With six caps returning there was going to be 
a mix of youth and some experience. The trials 
proved challenging with players lining up to show 
their talents. It was difficult at times with a number 
of contenders not available due to their summer 
commitments. However, after about six workouts, a 
squad was posted and there were certainly some 
big surprises with a lot of young and untried talent 
selected. The forward pack contained experienced 
grunters, especially in the tight five. The backs, 
apart from a couple of positions, were extremely 
inexperienced.

Training began in earnest and it was soon apparent 
that this squad was a special group of young men. 
They showed a willingness to do the hard yards from 
the word go. Their appointment with THE PIT was 
something they looked forward to and in the words of 
Shelford, “It’s who we are, it’s where we come from”, 
proving inspirational when things got tough.

A lot of time was spent on skill development and 

improving the technical aspects of our positions 
which proved quite challenging to our coaches 
who really could have done without losing any 
more hair. However, with the high standards they 
set there was progress - it could be measured in 
centimetres, but it was progress!!

And finally on a personal note from the captain. 
This was the most special team I have ever been 
involved with. We were brothers, and will always 
be brothers. 

The final word for 2003 was 
“Let’s rock and roll”

CLUB COMPETITION

The team again entered the Southland Wide 
Premier Development Competition and we knew 
that it was going to be physically demanding, 
especially for our younger members.

Without captain, Jamie Mackintosh for the first 
month (away with NZ U19), we approached our 
first game with a little bit of trepidation. 

However, the troops responded well to the 
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challenge of playing against older and more 
physically stronger players, using our better skill 
levels, fitness and the understanding and following 
of a game plan, the team played some attractive 
and enterprising rugby.

After one loss to a strong Woodlands side in 
the first round, we knew that with our interschool 
commitments the second round would prove to be 
hard work. We had to miss a couple of games and 
so only qualified second for the Finals.

Our semifinal was against Marist and we proved a 
cut above them running out very comprehensive 
winners and into a place in the final.

The final was against Star, played at Rugby Park 
as the curtain raiser to the Galbraith Shield Final.

The team, after soaking up a lot of pressure in the 
opening 20 minutes, cut loose in the15 minutes 
before halftime and went to the break 22-3 ahead. 
Scoring straight away after the break, the game 
was safe and with everyone getting a run, the 1st 
XV ran out impressive winners 36 - 13.

This continued the outstanding record the 1st XV 
has had since entering this competition for the first 
time in 2001; winners every year.

The team thanks Mr Skelt and Mr Bailey. Your 
knowledge and commitment to improving skill 
levels and technical aspects of our games is great. 
We appreciate your dedication and for the “yarns” 
around the scrum-machine. We will certainly miss 
them. We had a great year.

Representative Honours
New Zealand Under 19

Jamie Mackintosh - Captain

New Zealand Secondary Schools
Jamie Mackintosh - Captain

Southern Regions Secondary Schools
Jamie Mackintosh, Ben Chisholm, 

Josh Bekhuis

Southland Under 18
Jamie Mackintosh, Bryce Carnie, Cam 
Nelson, Delwyn Hughes, Josh Bekhuis, 
Jason Strang, Kaleni Taetuli, Taei Aluni, 

Ginho Hauraua, Andrew Mackintosh, Dane 
Shelford, Campbell Cuthill, Harawira 

Edwards, Wade Yaxley

Southland Under 16
Hamish Skelt, Nicholas McGrath

Pen Portraits
Jamie Mackintosh - Captain (Prop)
Completed an outstanding three years of 1xt XV rugby. 
High class performer. The general of the troops. Leader 
of great potential, as being NZ U19 and NZ Secondary 
Schools captain shows us. Super ball carrier and a real 
grunter in the tight. Jamie we will be watching, that 
includes us all. We know you won’t forget the Royal Blue 
and of course the pit.

Ben Chisholm - Vice Captain (No. 8)
Huge strides made. Never matched in any games. Work 
rate of the highest order. Extremely aggressive lineout 
jumper and a great source of ball. Must continue to 
develop passing both ways off the back of the scrum. A 
super season.

Taei Aluni (Hooker)
Excellent progress throughout season. Lineout throwing 
was accurate and reliable - often dynamic around the 
field. Knack of scoring tries. Must continue to improve 
fitness levels. Well done.

Bryce Carnie (Hooker)
Player with potential. Strong and physical in all areas. 
Must continue to work on lineout throwing. Outstanding 
game against Otago Boys’. Must look to set goals and 
take the opportunities that are offered. You only get one 
crack at it Bryce.

Cam Nelson (Prop)
Went about his work in a methodical and professional 
manner. Technically sound and was a rock in the tight. 
Top lifter. Must improve fitness if potential is to be fully 
realised. A fine two years.

Tim Sneddon (Prop)
Young, raw and inexperienced. Worked hard to improve 
technique. Made progress. Adapted well to the level 
of competition. Must improve fitness. Good ball carrier. 
2004 is important in your development.

Delwyn Hughes (Hooker/Prop)
A young player with a good attitude. Reliable both in set 
pieces and a strong runner with the ball in hand. Who will 
forget the try against Timaru. Look forward to 2004.

Josh Bekhuis (Lock)
Partnership with Strang provided the grunt. Excellent 
progress in all areas. Tough and uncompromising. 
Lineout work sound. A fine season. Look for higher 
honours in 2004. NZ Under 17 squad member.

Jason Strang (Lock)
Great season. Partnership with Bekhuis was an essential 
cog in our success. Unlimited source of lineout ball - 
often securing oppositions. He has the ability to progress. 
Good luck.

Kaleni Taetuli (Flanker)
Excellent progress both in development and 
understanding. Strong and physical. Aggressive ball 
carrier. Tough in the tight - must continue to develop 
work rate. Big 2004. Set goals.

Ginho Haurua (Flanker)
Fine season. Work rate not in question. Gained many 
turnovers with aggressive defence. Extremely effective 
in all areas. Developed lineout jumping. A fine player. 
Look forward to watching your undoubted progress.
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Andrew Mackintosh (Lock/Flanker)
Young player. Loads of potential. Skills developing well. 
Enjoys mixing it in the engine room. Need to continue to 
improve lineout jumping. Big asset 2004.

Dane Shelford (Half Back)
Very focused player. Explosive runner. Strong in all 
aspects. Kicking game is developing well. Must continue 
to develop option taking. Must set goals for higher 
honours in 2004. Fine season. 
NZ Under 17 squad member.

Shaun Fitzgibbon (Half Back)
Young player. Plays well above his weight. Developing a 
fine all round game - sweet passer. Took his opportunities 
well. Ability to read a game.

Campbell Cuthill (Five Eight)
Made good progress as season developed. Kicking 
game improved. Intelligent reader of play. Must improve 
speed of pass. Defensive play very sound.

Willy McQuinn (Second Five Eight)
The general of the backline. Fine distributor of the ball. 
Strong both in attack and defence. Developing into an 
exciting player. Excellent contribution.

Hud Edwards (Centre)
Extremely solid player. High skill levels. Never under 
performed. Must continue to develop vision. Deceptive 
runner. A fine two seasons of 1st XV rugby.

Willy Norman (First Five Eight/Fullback)
Good skill levels. Kicks well with both feet. Accurate and 
well timed passes. Must believe in himself more and 
have confidence in his undoubted ability.

Nicholas McGrath (Wing)
Very young and inexperienced player. Excellent progress. 
Developing high skill levels. Good pace and has the 
ability to step players. Must continue to improve being 
involved and making own decisions on the field.

Wade Yaxley (Wing)
Strong penetrative runner. Possess a fine outside swerve, 
often beating players. Has exciting potential. Good skill 
levels. Great try against Christchurch Boys’ showed his 
improved decision making. Good luck.

Quintin Winslow (Wing)
Fast elusive runner. Injuries at start of season hindered 
progress. Showed great determination to bounce back. 
Huge potential. Developing good swerve. Look forward 
to a big 2004.

Hamish Skelt (Fullback)
Another young player with exciting potential. Fine 
positional play and high skill levels. Never shirked 
defensive responsibilities. Good pace and timing 
when entering back line. Must continue to develop 
decision making.

INTERSCHOOLS

Otago Boys’ High School (10 all draw)

The first interschool of the year, played on 
our glorious number 1 field, was always going to 
be a nervous affair. It was going to be a huge step 
for the young guns, stepping from club footy to an 
Otago Boys’ interschool. After clearing kicks being 
charged of the kick off, we were under pressure. 
Otago Boys; scored first to open up a 7 nil lead, 
but 5 minutes before half time the Royal Blue 
pack ground out a try under the post with Captain 
Mackintosh on the receiving end of a great pack 
effort. With windy conditions in the second half, it 
wasn’t pretty, but both teams traded penalties to 
draw 10 all. With 3 minutes to go, the Southland 
Boys’ pack was dominating territory, gained a 
penalty for the win out in front. The kick was missed 
and the SI Cup remained in Otago hands (for a 
while).  

Malborough Boys’ High School (42 - 6)

With Malborough having three NZ Secondary 
Schools Representatives, the Southland Boys’ 1st 
XV was going to have to show some real class to 
keep our unbeaten record. All doubt was put out 
of the minds of the supporters and the team about 
the backs defence, with McQuinn and Edwards 
destroying anything that ran near them. The very 
experienced SBHS pack starved the Malborough 
backs of all possession, turning out one of the best 
forward displays ever put on by a SBHS 1st XV, 
these words straight from Mr Skelts mouth. This 
was displayed on the score board, with Mackintosh 
bagging a hat trick, Cam Nelson, Taei Aluni and 
Bryce Carnie all scoring. What a day. 

Kings High School (39 - 18)

Our first and only away interschool of the year 
was always going to be a torrid battle. The build 
up and passion for the pale blue (Kings) was all 
there and we were fizzing, but the boys got off 
to a slow start. We were rattled by the one off 
runners and the structure of the King’s team. Our 
normally outstanding lineout was under pressure, 
but Strang and Bekhuis powered through the work 
and the SBHS pack again dominate with Chisholm 
bagging a hat trick. Hamish Skelt was outstanding 
in defence. The highlight of the day was the pack 
and it’s powerful driving play often splitting the 
King’s forwards, gaining 30-40 metres at a time. 
The backs were then able to show off their talents. 
A very strong team performance.
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ADDIDAS TOP 4
Round 1 - Otago Boys’ High School (32 - 18)

Being the top qualifier in the Southland/Otago 
region, we were drawn to play Otago Boys’ in the 
first round.

Possibly the greatest day of our lives. Never have 
I played in a game like it. The boys all his their 
straps and the forwards tore the Otago Boys’ 
forward pack to bits on Littlebourne in front of the 
Blue Army.

The way the team played this day epitomised 
our positive approach to the season. Giving up 
the opportunity to kick easy penalties early in the 
game and instead kicking for touch and backing 
ourselves to score, proved vital in the final result.

We scored two tries in the opening 15 minutes this 
way and one in the second half. No. 8 Chisholm 
bagged a hat-trick. Our defence in the last 10 
minutes was overwhelming, with the call “Wellsy” 
being heard all over the ground. Five tries to none. 
This great victory was for you, mate.

South Island Final - 

Christchurch Boys’ High School (25 - 15)

Played on the number 1 in great conditions, this 
was the game to decide who would be South 
Island Champions in 2003.

Played before a huge crowd, the boys ground out 
a most deserved victory against a well drilled and 
organised Christchurch Boys’ team.

Leading 13-8 at half time, Christchurch Boys’ 
rocked us by scoring a converted try within 5 
minutes to lead 15-13. However, there was no way 
we were going to lose this one and we replied with 
two tries, one converted, in the final 15 minutes. 
Yaxley coming off his wing to score the clincher.

A great feeling being crowned SOUTH ISLAND 
CHAMPTIONS for 2003 and a place in the Top 4 in 
New Zealand.

Timaru Boys’ High School (29 - 19)

The last interschool of the year. A passionate day 
and this team had the chance to go through the 
season with an unbeaten interschool record. Played 
on the number 1, the result was obvious, a victory 
to the mighty Royal Blue. Up 22 - 7 at half time, the 
boys were happy, great first half from the forwards 
and backs, with Campbell Cuthill displaying some 
fine tactical kicking. The second half was wayward, 
but we pulled through. We were now ready for the 
Top 4. For the caps and the 7th formers, a great way 
to finish our prestigious SBHS career.

Napier Boys’ High School (lost 28 - 21)

A great occasion. Over 1500 supporters on the 
Number 1. We had the most punishing Blue Army 
ever. The Stags came to cheers us on. Perfect 
conditions. What a game.

Napier Boys’, champions in 2002 and unbeaten 
in 2003, were full of confidence and talk. A 
tremendous start with the Southland pack driving 
over for two tries and with the backs running hard, 
we went to the break 13-6 up.

As we had dominated the first half, Napier Boys’ 
dominated the second. First Five found his boots and 
punished us into the corners and with 10 minutes 
to go the scores were locked at 21-all. Napier Boys’ 
scored a converted try to seal the win.

To our boys, the commitment, the passion was 
unreal, but it was not to be. But what a season.

FANTASTIC!!
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Meadow Fresh SBHS 2nd XV

Back Row: Simon Cade, Mitchell Flack
Third Row: Chris Patterson, Anthony Nelson, Pat Campbell, Quintin Ahukata, Grant Hardie, Reece Maslin

Second Row: Mr R King (coach), Stephen Weir, Daniel Manley, Mark Beer, Chris O’Byrne, Gareth Robinson, 
Lukus Murch, Mr C Williams (coach)

Front Row: Nicky Herbert, Kelvin Harper, Jay Coote (vc), Andrew Mills (c), Jesse Gibb, James Wadworth, 
JC Van der Westhuizen

At the beginning of the season, back in March, 
the Meadow Fresh SBHS 2nd XV set a goal of 
reaching the final of the Under 18 Country-Wide 
competition and of winning at least 2 of their 3 
interschool fixtures.

During the Term 1 holidays, we were fortunate 
to be invited to participate in a pre-season 
tournament against Otago Boys’ and Shirley Boys’ 
in Dunedin with all teams billeted at the OBHS 
Hostel. An enjoyable time was had playing rugby in 
sunny conditions against bench-mark opposition. 
A narrow loss to Otago Boys’ by 1 point (with the 
game winnable … missed a last minute penalty out 
in front), was followed by a 10 all draw with Shirley 
Boys’. Would this be the pattern of our season 
to come?

Ten teams fought out the first round of the local 
Under 18 competition in order to find a top six for 
Round Two.

Perhaps our best games were played against 
Central Southland and Mt. Anglem, where continuity 

and communication allowed for intelligent play 
and some fine tries. However, this was to be 
a Jeckyll and Hyde team. Against Menzies 
College and especially Ohai/ Nightcaps, we played 
like dummies, taking poor options and placing 
ourselves under unnecessary pressure. Fortunately 
by the end of Round One we were firmly in third 
place, having posted satisfying wins over the likes 
of Gore High 1st XV, James Hargest 1st XV and 
Verdon College 1st XV.

Round T wo was a disaster. We needed to win 
at least three games to make the semis. Things 
began badly with a snowed out game against 
Verdon - a must win! A scratchy triumph over 
Central Southland was followed by a loss to Gore 
High - even though we had 80% of the ball!! 

Next came the heartbreaker. After beating a very 
large and physical English College team mid-
week, we fronted up to Ohai/Nightcaps on their 
club day. This was our darkest hour. Somehow the 
battery was flat and the team never got going - 
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Coote was able to prop effectively.

Steven Weir at lock was nominated as season’s MVP, 
while Chris O’Byrne at No. 8, most improved player. 
Fine contributions came from all loose forwards, 
especially Pat Campbell. Crusher Harper put his 
body on the line, Grant Hardie was the rock in the 
scrum while Chris Paterson put in the big hits.

The backs, led by James Wadworth, scored 
some fine tries, but at times lacked rhythm and 
penetration. Both Jesse Gibb and JC Van der 
Westhuizen proved unstoppable close to the line, 
while Nicky Herbert and Anthony Nelson ran 
straight and hard. Herbert shouldered most of the 
goal kicking duties. Simon Cade was a revelation 
at fullback, safe under the high ball and counter 
attacking at any opportunity.

We missed out on the big prize in an even and hard 
fought local competition. However, while arguably 
inconsistent, this team never gave in and showed 
plenty of character.

Mr Williams and Mr King certainly enjoyed coaching 
this varied and vocal bunch and can confidently 
predict that many of these players will go on 
to play 1st XV rugby or grace the jerseys of 
University teams.

playing like we never really had those 33 practices. 
Couldn’t blame the weather, couldn’t blame 
the ref. 

Finally there was the last round two game 
against Menzies College - the pace setters 
of the competition -structured forward play 
combined with skilful backs. Another game we 
could have won.

Interschools
Interschools, fortunately, portrayed a brighter 
picture. Otago Boys’ travelled down to meet us, 
full of 7th formers but not so confident after 
only sneaking home during Easter. It was a hard 
fought match that again came down to the wire. 
Both Jay Coote and JC Van der Westhuizen 
were held up over the try line 
in the dying moments - only to 
be denied. 17-21 was heart breaking, 
we deserved to win.

Against Kings High in Dunedin, it was 
a different story. After they scored first 
with a cheeky try down the blindside, 
it was all one-way traffic and we 
emerged victorious 39/5. Chris 
O’Byrne left in an ambulance with a 
suspected dislocated shoulder.

Malborough Boys’ unfortunately 
didn’t send a second XV, while 
Nelson Boys’ defaulted on a snowy 
July day. All the way down south just 
to complain about some white fluffy 
stuff. We had warmed up and the 
thirds even played a Welsh Invitation 
side the very same afternoon!

Finally it was the turn of Timaru 
Boys’. A scratch side (we had 8 
injuries at this stage) was, as always, 
superiorly led by Andrew Mills and 
Jay Coote. Driving forward play 
combined with quick wide ball: 47-5 
a good rollocking. Coote transferred 
to centre from hooker during the final 
quarter and scored a fine 40m try, busting tackles 
and standing up the opposition fullback.

To sum it all up, this was a team with potential 
that delivered on occasion. The forward pack 
was always combative and never dominated 
our strength. 

Both Andrew Mills and Jay Coote led effectively 
from hooker. Mills also played openside while 
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Meadow Fresh SBHS Under 15 Tournament 

Back Row: Alastair Simpson, Brad McKenzie, Craig Smith, Micheal Peterson, Thomas Flaus, Bradley Cross 
Second Row: Robert Ward (coach), Sam Ballam, Natthew Leaf-Morton, Leon Timaloa, Michael Douglas, 

Daniel Neho, Denis Murcott (coach)
Front Row: Heath Kevern, Shannon Townson, Shaun Harden, John Hardie (C), Hayden Stronach, Cory Nepe, 

Bradley Campbell, Jason Hackett
Absent: Hone Collier, Timoti Parata, Serge Williams

This year the Tournament Team had an up and 
down season in the U16 grade. In this grade we 
were playing against older and in many cases 
bigger opponents. We competed well in most 
games but some were clear mis-matches that we 
were always going to struggle to win. 

This year the U15 Tournament was held at 
Christchurch. Players and parents decided to fly 
up and back this year which was a good option. 
First of all we played a strong Malborough Boys’ 
side, with them proving too good for us, going 
down 32-0. After a disappointing loss in the first 
round we were ready to take on Christ’s College. 
Being a bit too eager, our team was penalised a lot 
which kept Christ’s in front for most of the game. 
We again went down 18-12. 

Our next game was against Waitaki which proved 
much easier than the first games, with the team 
playing well and winning 32-10.

Our last game was against Kings’ High, playing off 
for 5th or 6th place in the tournament. Tiredness 
and lack of discipline cost us the game. Overall, the 

tournament was very well run and really enjoyable. 
Thank you to Mr Murcott and Mr Ward for coaching 
us and to the players for a great season.

Despite not doing as well as hoped, the team 
developed well over the season with all players 
showing a lot of improvement in their skill level. 
All could be satisfied with their efforts during 
the season.

This year the Red Team was triumphant and won 
the Under 14 Competition.

We only lost two games during the entire 
competition, whipped by a very big Tweedsmuir 
and Riverton sides.

However, as a measure of the character and 
determination of this team, we beat Tweedsmuir 
20-13 in the last play of the semi-final with a classy 
chip and chase by Tim Winsloe. The final was 
played against Riverton on their home turf on a 
windy and overcast day. It was a tough forward 

Under 14 Red
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Under 14 Blue
This year SBHS Under 14 Blue won their first two 
matches against Hargest and SHBS White. The 
next weekend we played Tweedsmuir and lost. 
We lost games against Verdon College and SBHS 
Red, after that we beat Menzies College.

dominated struggle with our loosies, Ben Maynard, 
Wiremu Hei Hei and Halen Kumeroa to the 
fore. With our men to the breakdown first, we 
starved them of the ball and gained field position 
to score some great tries: 26-24 and we were 
the champions.

Most valuable player nominated with Wiremu Hei 
Hei while most improved player was Duane Pitcher. 
Other players to stand out were Kevin Waihi at 
Prop and Corey Flutey at Lock. Above all it was a 
team effort and we enjoyed playing together and 
appreciated the valuable coaching of Jed Tarrant 
and Russell Coote.

Team: Sharn Coote, Corey Flutey, Hema Hakiwai, 
Wiremu Hei Hei, Lawrence Hemara, Thomas 
Joyce, Aaron Kahuroa, Rahui Kapene, Jamie 
Kennedy, Halen Kumeroa, Taane Lucas, Duane 
Pitcher, Ryan Popham, Sonny Rangitoheriri, Te 
Hira Riki, Npeia Simeon, Travis Tarrant, Kyle Tuliau, 
Kevin Waihi, Ronald Waihi, Timothy Winsloe, 
Benjamin Maynard.

In the second round we combined with SBHS 
White because of lack of players. We were down 
a grade in second division and were playing the 
country teams. We played Midlands in our first 
game in this division and were losing 19-14 when 
Tai Ramati-Mackie broke the line and scored a try, 
locking us together at 19 all with our conversion 
to come. George Duffy saved us that day with a 
superb kick 10 metres in from the side line.

The next game was at Centre Point against Ohai-
Nightcaps, we didn’t start the best, but went on 
to win 48-10. The next game at the same venue, 
was against Wrights Bush. We won this 35-20 with 
the whole team playing a superb game. We then 
played Midlands in the semi final. We played a 
lot better this time in freezing conditions and still 
managed to beat them 36-5 to progress to the 
final.

This was our only away game played at Lumsden 
against Northern Pirates. The town boys travelled 
on the bus and played an average game which 
wasn’t helped by the referee, but we managed to 
win 25-5.

The most improved player was Dean Chalmers 
and the most valuable player was Tai Ramati-
Mackie. The whole team would like to thank our 
coaches Brad Fallow, Marty and Mr Coutts.

Team: Michael Baucke, Sam Beck, 
Dean Chalmers, 
Gareth Coutts, 
Ryan Dodunski, 
George Duffy, 
Joshua Fitzgibbon, 
Gary Hughes, 
Regan Lyons, 
Brendan McCabe, 
Craig McGregor, 
Dwayne McLellan, 
William Mills, 
Bayden Neustroski, 
Richard Phillips, 
Tai Raumati-Mackie, 
Robert Robinson, 
Adam Taylor, 
Rueben Walker, 
Ricky Wilson, 
Joshua Whelan, 
Matthew Clearwater, 
Thomas Harris, 
Bradley Carr, 
Andrew McGill-Brown, 
Ben McLeod
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Basketball Meadow Fresh SBHS 1st V

Back Row: Fil Danpittayathorn, Rhys Maslin, Tim Tan
Front Row: Taei Aluni, Tim Proffit

Absent: Ben Tatana (C), Kaleni Taetuli, Hud Edwards, Matt Holland, Jeremy Daken, Norman Marange

This years 1st V had a real international flavour to 
the team, with players from Zimbabwe, Thailand, 
China, New Zealand European, Samoan and Mäori 
heritage. This diversity meant that the team had 
widely different expectations, attitudes and styles 
of play.

Although several players from the previous year 
returned, the group never gelled to the extent that 
it could in fact be called a true “team”.

In the local secondary school competition, where 
we had been unbeaten for three successive years, 
the team lost two round robin matches to Hargest 
who we again met in the final, only to finish second. 
Highlights of the Friday night competition were the 
tonning (scoring over 100 points) in our semi final 
over Mt Anglem and the nail biting second round 
match against Hargest which was eventually lost 
by a one-point margin.

In the two interschools for the season against 
Otago Boys’ and King’s College, both of Dunedin, 
we fought hard but finished second on both 
occasions. Due to Top 4 and Representative 
Rugby commitments, several of the players were 
unavailable for practices and some matches.

Ben Tatana (captain) often showed the vast 
potential he has and delighted the spectators 
with his skill. Kaleni Taetuli was inspirational in 
all matches. Whether shooting three pointers or 
dominating under the boards, Kaleni top scored for 
us on most occasions. Rhys Maslin unfortunately 
was unable to play many matches and was sorely 
missed for his for his cool head and direction 
of play.

Hud Edwards and Taei Aluni tried to juggle 
rugby and basketball and showed the team what 
commitment and work-rate are all about.

Tim Proffit was a reliable team member, who was 
very quick around the court and followed the team 
plays very well. Matt Holland rebounded well and 
with a bit of fitness will develop into a powerful 
player.

Tim and Fil, our international students, both gave 
their best at all times, as did ‘Ram’ who joined the 
team late in the season and fitted in well with the 
players.

Jeremy Daken left school during the season and it 
is hoped that he will continue to play basketball in 
town as he has plenty to contribute.
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Junior Basketball
This year, both Junior Basketball teams completed 
a successful season. The SBHS Red team with 
only three Year 12 boys, were runners up in 
the competition and the SBHS Blue team, 
comprises entirely of Year 9 boys, were fifth in the 
same competition.

SBHS RED

The Red Team produced a high standard of 
basketball throughout the season. Although lacking 
in height compared to most of the opposing teams, 
they made up for it with a strong defence and 
excellent individual skills. Daniel, Sonny and Duane 
were the main playmakers, while Andrew and Ben 
proved their worth in the rebounding department. 
Te Hira produced some excellent baskets in 
tight situations and Brendan was solid in both 
attack and defence. The team was well balanced 
both offensively and defensively and showed 
guts and determination in winning many games 
against physically bigger opponents in very close 
encounters.

The Team: Daniel Neho (c), Andrew Leckie, Sonny 
Rangitoheri, Ben Finn, Duane Pitcher, Brendan 
McCabe, Te Hira Riki, Brad Cross (1 game).

SBHS BLUE

The Blue Team comprised entirely of Year 9 boys 
were involved in some amazing fight backs against 
physically stronger opponents. Their defensive 
work was outstanding at times and they also 
exhibited guts and determination in winning closely 
fought matches. Ben Maynard was the stand out 
player for the team and contributed the majority of 
points. He was ably assisted by an energetic Greg 
Dawson with Taane Caroll-Shuttleworth and Taane 
Lucas competing hard for the rebounds.

Sam Beck did give some good work on defence. 
Regan and Scott gave everything on court and, 
along with Josh and Lawrence, were the big 
improvers during the season.

The Team: Ben Maynard (c), Greg Dawson, Taane 
Carroll-Shuttleworth, Taane Lucas, Scott Ramsay, 
Sam Beck, Josh Moore, Regan Lyons, Lawrence 
Hemara.
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Back Row: Anthony Cross, James Cambridge
Middle Row: Dean Elder, Tim Riley, Daniel Sim, Bellamy Acker, Matt Anderson-Stewart

Front Row: Neil Kerr, Hamish Skelt, Jono Paulin (C), Shaun Fitzgibbon, Stephen Marshall Absent: Daniel Mackey

Hockey Meadow Fresh SBHS 1st XI

The hockey season got off to a good start for our 
1st XI, with a win over James Hargest A Team. That 
wasn’t the only win though. We had convincing 
wins over Gore High, Northern Southland, Central 
Southland, Verdon and again Hargest in the school 
competition to claim a spot in the final against 
Gore High School.

The day came to play Gore High and we were 
confident, not having lost to them before. At half 
time we were down one point, but came back for a 
good win and a placing of first in the competition. 
To add to that, we had two interschool wins over 
Otago Boys’ High and Kings High School.

With only four games left before Tournament, we 
wanted to play our best for some last practices. 

Our last game came and we were up against 
James Hargest. Having not lost all season, we 
wanted to keep our unbeaten title and went out 
with determination. It was a tough game and it was 
nil all at half time. Suddenly near the end of the 
game, Hargest scored a goal which took the lead. 
Sadly, they managed to hold onto the lead long 
enough for the game to end which gave them a 
victory and our first loss.

The Cromwell based Johnson Cup Tournament 
came and we were prepared to win.

Our team beat St Peters, Dunstan and Mt Hutt to 
come in at top of our pool and not a single goal 
had been scored against us. We beat Christchurch 

Boys’ but then we had a tough game against 
Macleans College with the prize being a spot in the 
final. Macleans had not lost yet in the tournament 
so we wanted to end their streak.

Macleans were winning at half time and managed 
to retain their lead to win the game much to our 
disappointment.

Our last game was against St Bedes and was for 
3rd and 4th place. We were determined to win and 
showed this with a great game and a win to us. 

The hockey season was a good one for us with 
only two losses and an enjoyable one too, with 
many of the older members of the team enjoyed a 
positive final season for the school.
Daniel Mackey

This year we left for Tournament determined to better 
our position from last year, believing in ourselves 
and our ability to perform well, knowing if we were 
successful this year then we were hot contenders 
for the India Shield Tournament in 2004.

In 2002, as coach of the team I was very proud of 
the way the team stuck together through the good 
and the bad and put in such a solid performance 
in the third and fourth playoffs. This year I was 
doubly confident that we would come through on 
top. We succeeded at getting top of our pool, 
scoring 24 goals and conceding none, threatening 
any team that was game enough to take us on!
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Our team environment was positive ad friendly 
which make is a pleasure to be associated with 
such a team. 

In the quarters we met Christchurch Boys’ in our 
first real test of the Tournament. The had had much 
harder pool play than ourselves, but we continued 
on our winning way adding another two goals 
to our tally and staying out of stroke situation. 
However, because of our success, we met our 
match in the semis against MacLeans College 
from Auckland. In what I believe should have been 
the final of the Tournament, we went out full of 
pride and fire which reflected in our game I which 
we fought until the very end. 

We in no way disgraced ourselves that day and I 
was proud to say I was your coach, even though 
we came out second best. I know the last day was 
very hard for us, but we pulled through and were 
not going down again, taking out St Bedes 3-1. 

I would like to share some of the comments I 
received from Otago Hockey Development Officer, 
Mark Smithells: he said what great hockey you all 
played at the Tournament, that your passing was 
accurate and firm and we had good speed. That is 
a credit to you all!

PEN PORTRAITS
Jono Paulin
Thank you for being a supportive captain and such a 
motivation to the team on and off the field. Your hockey 
has improved in leaps and bounds and I am sure it will 
keep doing so. 

Matt Anderson-Stewart
Your hockey has grown both physically and mentally in 
the past two years and it was great this year to see 
you forming some lethal combinations in the front row to 
create dangerous attacks. Good luck in the future. I look 
forward to seeing you on the National scene!

Tim Riley
Thank you for taking the responsibility of being put in a 
position you weren’t too happy about playing - but you 
were the rock of our team! Your talking and calmness 
allowed the whole team to have faith in you. You are a 
great reader of the game and you are lucky enough to 
have that natural ability that many players lack. Good 
luck with your hockey.

Neal Kerr
Fullback to wing is a big transition, but you handled it 
with ease. Once we got you playing WIDE then you were 
very dangerous with the ball on stick. You were a great 
team person who made friends with everyone. Have 
confidence with your ability, particularly in the circle. 
Good luck next year in whatever you choose to do.

Bellamy Acker
Your hockey has improved since I remember first 
coaching you. You have become very accurate on the 
post as a goal scorer and you get your body in a good 
position. I hope you keep playing wherever you end up 

next year and good luck for the future. 

Hamish Skelt
Your natural sporting ability is a great asset to have and it 
is good to have someone who can score goals in a team, 
as without any goals you can’t win! It was great to have 
such a good combination up front and it wasn’t only I that 
realised but all the spectators were impressed with your 
speed and team play.

Joel 
You have beautiful skills Joel, and near the end of the 
week your work rate was exceptional. You are lucky to 
have such a natural ability, you just have to use it right. I 
hope you stick with hockey in the future as you have a lot 
of talent.

Dean Elder
You have great versatility which is a great asset to a 
coach. You never let yourself be beat and gave every 
game your all. You are the dark horse of the team just 
lurking in the background quietly, yet doing everything 
required of you. Well done, a great tourney and good luck 
next year.

Daniel M
You have a bright future ahead of you. You have a 
beautiful hit. Awesome tourney and I hope those scouts 
were as impressed with you as I was.

Tommo
Tommo you always seem to come from nowhere and 
bring the ball out the other side. You distribute the ball 
well from the back and you formed a solid defence with 
Tim. Good luck next year.

Anthony Cross
It is great to have an enthusiastic keeper in the making, no 
team can succeed without a good keeper. You dominate 
the circle well, calling players back and free players in 
the opposition. Stay on your toes and keep moving.

Daniel Sim
Thank you for being prepared to come away with the 
team at such short notice and you did so well to fit in like 
you’d always been there. You have a lot of hockey ahead 
of you and I look forward to seeing you develop over 
the years.

James Cambridge
You are willing to learn and try anything, a real asset to 
have in a team. You are a flexible team player and show 
determination in everything you do. Good luck next year.

Stephen Marshall
Over the last two years you have been a great team 
player. You ability to beat the player on the outside is an 
asset all hockey players should aspire to gain. Best of 
luck for the future.

Thanks for some great memories guys, you have 
all done yourselves proud and I am proud to be 
your coach. Bring it on 2004!

Jo McKenzie - coach

All the boys from the 1st XI hockey team would 
like to thank Jo for the hours of preparation and 
training she put into the team. The last two years 
have been fantastic and we appreciate all the work 
you have done.
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Golf

Back Row: Tyler McClean, Saan Carroll, Daniel Sim
Front Row: Josh Frewen, Sam Edge

INTERSCHOOLS

vs Shirley Boys’ High School   
Won 12.5 matches to 2.5. It was gratifying to get 
the opportunity to play Shirley on our home turf, 
the first for at least eight years. They did not 
bring their top team, but nevertheless our boys 
played very well in windy conditions at Otatara to 
win convincingly. Our lower order was particularly 
impressive, with Corey Finn, Brook Todd and 
newcomer, Sam Edge, dominating their opponents. 
Our team was Mathew Tautari, Simon Patton, Saan 
Carroll, Corey Finn, Brook Todd and Sam Edge.

vs Kings High School (Dunedin)  
Won 12.5 matches to 3.5. This was played on a 
senior/junior basis, and our strength was clearly 
in our senior team, despite only two of our top 
six players competing. It was an opportunity to 
view some younger players, and most showed 
promise. The matches were played on the 
challenging Oreti Sands golf course. Our team was 
Simon Patton, Simon Owen, Sam Edge, Josh 
Frewen, Tyler McLean, Zac Mooij, Tim Winsloe and 
Scott Ramsay.

vs Otago Bous’ High School   
lost 2.5 matches to 12.5. Our team was well beaten 
at Balmacewen by a slick, if not full strength 
Otago team. Our top player, Mat Tautari, was also 
not available. Our team tried hard, and at times 
played some good golf, but when it mattered they 
struggled at the business end of the matches. The 
team was Simon Patton, Saan Carroll, Corey Finn, 
Brook Todd, Sam Edge and Josh Frewen.

SOUTHLAND INTERCOLLEGIATE
Held at the Winton course on March 24. Once 
again we entered 5 teams with handicaps from 1 
to 34. Our number one team of Mat Tautari, Sam 
Edge, Simon Patton and Corey Finn again won the 
trophy for the best team gross, by a comfortable 
20 shots, and in so doing qualified to play Otago 
BHS in the Regional final. Our number two team 
finished 5th of 20 teams.

The best score on the day from all players was Mat 
Tautari’s excellent 72 whilst Simon Patton managed 
a commendable 77. Our best net scores were from 
Francois Davis (66) and Simon Owen (67).

There was an excellent turn out from all schools 
in the region, and there were several promising 
golfers on show. It will be a challenge for us 
next year to retain our title as we lose three of our 
best players.

REGIONAL FINAL
Played once again at the demanding Cromwell 
course. Our team was Mat Tautari, Simon Patton, 
Saan Carroll and Sam Edge. We played the first 
9 holes well, but steadily lost ground from there. 
Over the 36 hole final, OBHS just had too much 
consistency and too much class and we ended up 
losing by 40 shots.

HIGHLIGHTS AND REPRESENTATION
During the year, Mathew Tautari gained selection 
in senior men’s teams, including the Invitational 
at Otatara in March. He also played in the South 
Island tournament. His latest selection is in the 
Southland team in the Tower tournament as number 
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one, to be held in November. This is an outstanding 
achievement and the school congratulates Mat 
for his selection, and wishes him good golf for 
the tournament. He also won the Queen’s Park 
senior championship this year, as well as the 
school event.

Other SBHS students who represented Southland 
during the year were:

Corey Finn - Under 21
Jason Osborne - 
Emerging players, Juniors, Schoolboys
Scott Ramsay - Emerging players
Simon Owen - Schoolboys
Tyler McLean - 
Emerging players, Juniors, Schoolboys
Zac Mooij - Emerging players, Juniors

Zac was also awarded the trophy for the most 
improved golfer for the year. He played only 
one interschool, but made considerable progress 
subsequently and represented Southland with 
some distinction.

Back Row: Tony Dodds, Stephen Weir, Sam Dixon
Middle Row: Mr A Adlam (Mgr), Brad Fallow, Daniel Manley, Jonathan Baird, Paul Howie, Miss L Young (Mgress)

Front Row: Sam Ballam, Todd Anderson, Jeremy Bekhuis, Bellamy Acker, Warwick Phillips
Absent: Te Hira Riki

Waterpolo

This year our Waterpolo results did not reflect past 
years, but all the players in the Boys’ High teams 
have had an awesome experience.

This years B Team hosts a lot of hew players and 
they are performing extremely well. Their record 
shows they are working well as a team.

The SBHS A Team has a good record so far in 
the local competition. They also competed in the 
South Island Competition which was held here 

in Invercargill in March. The other teams were 
highly competitive and although Boys’ High did not 
come out on top, we had an enjoyable and 
worthwhile experience.

Four of our senior players are leaving to further 
their education, which leave plenty of room for the 
younger players to move up the ranks.

Brad Fallow
Bellamy Acker

Thanks once again to the Sherborne family, and to 
Scott Riordan for the trophies that they presented. 
They are much appreciated.

We also acknowledge the contribution of the 
Invercargill Golf Club and the Southland Golf Club, 
for making their quality golf courses available for 
interschools, at no cost. It is an indication of the 
Clubs’ willingness to make a contribution towards 
junior golf in the province. Both courses were 
presented in excellent condition. 

This year marks the end of an era with Mat 
Tautari, Simon Patton and Saan Carroll, moving 
on to greener pastures. All three have given good 
service to school golf over at least four years, and 
our golf will be the poorer for their departure. 2004 
will undoubtedly be a year of new beginnings, and, 
although there are some very good golfers in the 
wings, one or two of our more experienced golfers 
will have to seriously front up in early interschools. 
Yet with 6 boys carrying single figure handicaps, 
and another 12-15 with a handicap of under 18, 
the future seems quite bright.
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Badminton

SENIOR TEAM
Richard Little, Greg Erickson, Michael Weatherburn Absent: Lee Nicholson

INTERSCHOOLS

Vs Otago Boys’ High School
A very young and inexperienced team decisively 
beat our traditional opponents 6-0. Greg Erickson 
provided sound leadership and the rest of the 
team responded well.
The team was: Gregory Erickson, Hayden Ayto, 
Hamish Cruse and Jason Osborne.
vs Kings High School
Played as a senior and junior event. Kings won the 
seniors 5-1 and SBHS the juniors 4-2. The result 
reflected the lack of senior players at present, but 
emphasised more strength at junior level.
The senior team was: Gregory Erickson, Michael 
Weatherburn, Richard Little and Peter Thomas.
The junior team was: Hayden Ayto, Hamish Cruse, 
Jason Osborne and Ben Finn.

INTERCOLLEGIATE
Our team finished fifth in this competition, 
played on 4 June. Results were:
lost to James Hargest High School 1 - 6-0
lost to Verdon College 3 - 5-1
beat Menzies College 2 - 6-0
beat Waikitipu High School - 6-0 (play off for 3rd/4th)

We gave all our squad of six opportunities 
to compete. The team was: Gregory Erickson, 
Hamish Cruse, Jason Osborne, Michael 
Weatherburn, Richard Little and Lee Nicolson.
Only one ‘blue’ was awarded this year and it was 
appropriately presented to Gregory Erickson.

INVERCARGILL MID WEEK INTERSCHOOL
Competitions were played in terms II and III. 
Games were played on both Tuesdays and 
Wednesdays over 7/8 weeks.

Results were:
Team II Tuesday ‘Chinga’ (Jason Osborne, Hamish 
Cruse, Kieran Cheung, Daniel Sim) 1st.

Team II Wednesday ‘Terroists’ (Peter Thomas, James 
McCabe, Lee Nicolson, Jason Cook) 4th.

Team III Tuesday ‘Shuttlecocks’ (Scott Ramsay, Ben 
Finn, Sam McDowell, Andrew Little) 1st=.

Team III Wednesday ‘No Names’ (Peter Thomas, Nathan 
McLean, Lee Nicolson, Jason Cooke) 1st and holders of 
the interschool trophy.

It was very pleasing to have four SBHS teams 
playing in these competitions each term. The 
boys made substantial progress and they always 
impressed with their behaviour, attitude and regular 
attendance.
Towards the end of the term II some coaching was 
held for 10 boys and this was very successful. We 
look forward to further improvement in 2004.

JUNIOR TEAM
Hamish Cruse, Hayden Ayto, Jason Osborne Absent: Ben Finn
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Trapshooting

Back: Brenton Brown, Chris Hughes, Ryan Healy, Sam Beaufill, Colin Waghorn, Hamish Botting
Front: Regan Black, Simon Clark

On Thursday, 18th September 2003, the SBHS 
Trapshooting Team flew to Hamilton and 
experienced at times some very turbulent 
weather conditions.

Friday saw Hamish Botting and Colin Waghorn 
compete in the North Island Skeet Champs 
where Colin qualified for the New Zealand 
Skeet Competition.

Saturday started with Colin and Brenton Brown 
both shooting a possible 100% in the single rise 
with Brenton going on to shoot 42 claybirds before 
missing his target in the shoot off. Hamish also 
shot a possible in the single barrel to get into the 
shoot off as well.

Sunday came and Chris Hughes showed his style 
with a possible in the NZ single rise; having to 
stand out in the pouring rain waiting for his name to 
be called out among the 92 other possibles for the 
shoot off took its toll, but it was still a great effort.

During the NZ Single Barrel Event, the team was 
required to shoot during torrential rain and towards 
the end of this the lightning flashed and thunder 
crashed. It was quite a sad end to this National 
event, as the boys completed their shooting under 
such atrocious conditions.

With any event there is always at least one hard 
luck story. We have two. Firstly Ryan Healy - during 

the Points Score he shot 19 first barrel and called 
for the release of his 20th target three times, but 
the trap malfunctioned. The referee reset the trap, 
but again it failed to work. When it was eventually 
reset he missed with the first barrel and shot the 
clay with the second barrel - score 59/60. He was 
gutted as were his team mates and onlookers.

Colin Waghorn, during the NZ Single Barrel, was 
on the possible, as he called pull for his second 
last target, a huge flash of lightening flashed 
across the sky in front of him and he missed.

The trapshooting team can all be proud of their 
performance at the New Zealand Tournament.

The squad has trained at the Southland Gun Club 
throughout winter under the guidance of New 
Zealand women’s representative Jan Manson.

At the South Island championships in Dunedin, 
Colin Waghorn shot a personal best of 25/25 to win 
the Southland Island Skeet HOA Champion title. 
Simon Clark shot a personal best in the down-the-
line event.

In the Scott Shield at Nightcaps, Colin Waghorn 
and Hamish Botting each shot possible 45/45 
totals. Colin eventually took out the gold medal 
as top junior. In the single barrel, Simon Clark 
shot a possible 10/10 and won the junior gold 
medal, while in the senior event Chris Hughes won 
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bronze. Regan Black and Brenton Brown also shot 
personal bests at this event.

In Alexandra, Colin Waghorn and Chris Hughes 
represented Southland against Otago - Chris in the 
5-man down-the-line team and Colin in the 3-man 
skeet team.

Chris was placed first senior in both the 15 
Target Single Rise and the 15 Target Points 
Score events.

Both shooters also won the Jenkinson Shield in the 
Southland Gun Club Competition for the highest 
aggregate score for C-grade. Chris also holds 
the Woodlands cup won at the Southland Gun 
Club shoot.

The group would like to take this opportunity to 
thank all individuals and businesses who assisted 
them through donations of either goods or cash. 
They would also like to thank the public for their 
support of the quiz night at the Northern Tavern.

Sam Beaufil
Age: 16
Goals: To complete qualifications in outdoor pursuits
Ambition: Job in outdoor recreation industry
Favourite car: Holden
Total number of ducks shot this season: Plenty
Favourite brand of shotgun: Winchester
Favourite breed of dog: Labrador

Regan Black
Age: 15
Number of years shooting: 1
Goals: Pass Year 11
Nickname: Blacky
Ambition: Drive the Bathurst course
Most admired person: Allan Moffatt
Favourite car: Ford XYGTHO Phase 3
Total number of ducks shot this season: Too many
Favourite brand of shotgun: Browning
Favourite breed of dog: Bull Terrier

Hamish Botting
Age: 14
Number of years shooting: 10 months
Goals: To do well at the NZ champs this year
Nickname: Bottz
Ambition: To continue well with my shooting and 
go to watch Bathurst
Most admired person: Jan Manson (shooting coach) 
and Gavin Williams
Favourite car: Holden HSV
Total number of ducks shot this season: 50
Favourite brand of shotgun: Lanber
Favourite breed of dog: Golden Labrador

Brenton Brown
Age: 15
Number of years shooting: 5
Goals: Bring home a trophy to SBHS and to be wealthy
Nickname: Browini
Ambition: Farmer/hunter and fishing guide
Most admired person: Kevin Mealamu
Favourite car: XF Holden
Total number of ducks shot this season: 60-plus
Favourite brand of shotgun: Browning
Favourite breed of dog: Golden Retriever

Simon Clark
Age: 14
Number of years shooting: 2
Goals: To get into the NZ Shooting Team
Nickname: Roundy
Most admired person: Jan Manson (shooting coach)
Favourite car: Holden
Total number of ducks shot this season: 42
Favourite brand of shotgun: Beretta
Favourite breed of dog: Labrador

Chris Hughes
Age: 17
Number of years shooting: 5
Goals: to become the top NZ DTL shooter, and 
to beat Healy
Nickname: Hughsy
Ambition: To go to see Bathurst and to continue 
shooting well
Most admired person: Jan Manson (shooting coach) 
and Corey Flynn
Favourite car: Holden HSV
Total number of ducks shot this season: Plenty 
(not willing to disclose)
Favourite brand of shotgun: Beretta/Winchester
Favourite breed of dog: Labrador

Ryan Healy
Age: 16
Number of years shooting: 2
Goals: To achieve to my fullest
Nickname: Healy
Favourite car: Ford BA
Total number of ducks shot this season: Uncountable
Favourite brand of shotgun: Browning/Winchester
Favourite breed of dog: Jack Russell

Colin Waghorn
Age: 16
Number of years shooting: 5
Goals: Become NZ Skeet or DTL champion
Nickname: Wagz
Most admired person: Jan Manson (shooting coach)
Favourite car: Ford Falcon BAXA6 Turbo
Total number of ducks shot this season: 
Too many to remember
Favourite brand of shotgun: Browning 5-shot semi-auto
Favourite breed of dog: Labrador

Team Members
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FORM 9O
Back Row: Taane Lucas, Corey Fluety, Matt Clearwater, Brendan McCabe

Third Row: Tyler McLean, Justin Sinclair, Tai Raumati-Mackie, Rueben Walker, Cameron Stevens, Anthony MacFadgen
Second Row: Dane Walker, Tegan Proudfoot, Joshua Fitzgibbon, Robert Robinson, Ryan Dodunski, 

Jason Moore, Campbell Bartlett
Front Row: Regan Lyons, George Duffy, Matthew Foggo, Ryan Popham, Thomas Joyce, Sam McDowell, 

Cohen Stewart, Alastair Levett

FORM 9C
Back Row: Billy Hunter, Ben Finn, Sam Beck

Third Row: Tarryn Hamilton, Taane Carroll-Shuttleworth, Jacob Bootsma, Sam Haggerty, Willie Mills, 
Richard Phillips, Caleb Trent

Second Row: Andrew McGill-Brown, Gareth Coutts, Hamish Botting, Ben McLeod, Andrew Little, 
Ethan MacDonald, Duane Pitcher, Paul Simmonds

Front Row: Andrei Robertson, Rory Jarman, Matthew Boyle, Matthew Dyet, Greg Dawson, Shane Austin, Tom Corkery, 
Ryan McKinlay, Scott Ramsay

Absent: Sang Jun Lee, Slaine Marshall, Ben Maynard, Ryan Tremain
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FORM 9L
Back Row: Darcey Phillips, Levi Farley, Cameron Ruri, Halen Kumeroa, Wiremu Hei Hei, Gary Hughes, Andrew Hegarty

Second Row: Dwayne McLellan, Glenn Boutherway, Michael Downe, James Nicoll, Jonathan Watson, Aaron King, 
Benny Wait-Carrodus, Hayden Ayto

Front Row: Travis Tarrant, Brian Gibbs, Roan Keen, Quinn Calder, Carey McLean-Spencer, Thomas Harris, Sharn Coote
Absent: Te Hira Riki, Craig McGregor

FORM 9D
Back Row: Michael Baucke, Jamie Kennedy

Third Row: Nick King, Hema Hakiwai, Tim Winsloe, Dwane Ashby, Cody Harris, Michael Fraser
Second Row: Aaron Young, Jonty Hunter, Rahui Kapene, Joshua Whelan, Ricky Soper, Correy Bray, Brett Clark

Front Row: Bradley Carr, Dean Chalmers, Kevin Colvin, Hayden Wilson, Hemera Lawrence, Jayden Lamb, 
Allan Paterson, Joshua Moore

Absent: Micheal Mills, Ezra Noanoa, Michael Vaughan, Mitchell Wagener
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FORM 10 O
Back Row: Sean McMeeken, Craig Smith, Bradley Cross, Leon Timaloa

Third Row: Andrew Tree, Michael Ward, Bradley Andrews, Callum McCabe, Timoti Parata
Second Row: Joshua Henderson, Mathew Harris, Hamish Cruse, Brenton Brown, Daniel Perry, Luke Bath-Sullivan

Frond Row: Robert Gorman, Sonny Rangitoheriri, Shane Hammond, Jason Hackett, Joshua Douds, 
Shane Steel, Simon Burgess

Absent: Kiel Te Raki, Tayna King, Shaedon Dobbin, Corey Diack, Hayden Blackley, Benjeman Lawrence

FORM 10C
Back Row: Andrew Leckie, Hone Collier

Fourth Row: Tom Flaus, Daniel Sim, Daniel Robertson, Michael Peterson, Brad Andrew
Third Row: Mark Hodgkinson, John Hardie, Daniel Neho, Matthew Leaf-Morton, Brad Lunn, Jeremy Woolhouse

Second Row: Sam Talwar, Andrew Prucheniewski, Corey Nepe, Bradley Campbell, Hayden Stronach, 
Troy McNaught, Daniel Mackey

Front Row: Quinton Scandrett, Hayden Nicholson, Heath October, Jeremy Fraser, Kieran Cheung, Jason Osborne, 
Tim Barkley, Adam Taylor

Absent: Michael Douglas, Alastair Simpson
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FORM 10L
Back Row: Daniel Carter, James Howlett

Third Row: Duncan McKenzie, Paul Howie, Roger McKernan, Ronald Waihi, Charlie Lattimore
Second Row: Simon Clark, Antony Clinton, Kevin Waihi, Shaun Harden, Wade de Clifford, Kyle Tuliau

Front Row: Jonathan Tressler, Jason Gore, Hayden Robertson, Regan Black, Alex Pe’a, Rory Wharerau, Daniel Earl
Absent: Glen Frew, William Keen, Travis Kini, Milton Massie

FORM 10D
Back Row: Charles Davis, Shane Scully, Nicholas Johnston, Nathan Smith, Hayden Proudman

Middle Row: Andrew Price, Stephen Ward, Brentin Anderson, Stephen Jensen, Shannon Townson, Heath Kevern
Front Row: Carl McCormack, Nepia Simeon, Michael Henderson, Shane Duffy, James Anderson, 

William Duncan, Aaron Kahuroa
Absent: Adam Morrison, Brett Baldey, Ashley Wilson, Tarryn Lloyd
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YEAR 11 COLDSTREAM
Back Row: Jonathan Blair, Brook Todd, Callum Baird, David Humphries

Middle Row: Chris Morris, Ben de Groot, Andrew Taylor, Mr P Skelt (Dean), Serge Williams, Tony Dodds, Andrew Christie
Font Row: Campbell Wilson, Jesse Gibb, Todd Anderson, James Ridley, Terry Swney, Hamish Ruddenklau

Absent: Daniel Mason, Mitchell Flack, Ryan Nicol

YEAR 11 DEAKER
Back Row: Rangi Manahi, Michael Matthews

Middle Row: Morgan Williams, Lukus Murch, Logan McCallum, Joseph Findlay
Front Row: Logan Sell, Colin Waghorn, Daniel Speers, Patrick Keenan, John Gibb

Absent: Jonathan Baird, Matea Bates, Daniel Fuller, Sekati Masina, Tim McCreath, John Mitchell, Lee Nicolson, Tama Parata, 
Ricky Tosh, Adam Waghorn

Left During Year: Hamish Bell, William Clark, Cody-Lee Smith, Jaden Kahuroa
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YEAR 11 GRANT
Back Row: James McCabe, Kaisala Sasauli, Samuel Whaitiri

Middle Row: Warrick Phillips, Sam Ballam, Ryan Hawira, Benjamin Erskine
Front Row: Joseph Clarke, Lance Naera, Callum McCrostie, Daniel Harvey, Jared Yeo

Absent: James Crisp, Jade Moyles, Christopher O’Byrne, Hayden Parsons, Sam Reading, Logan Reynolds, 
Lionel Thompson, Krystrim Wairau

YEAR 11 PEARCE
Back Row: Abhijith Tikkisetty, Joel Mooij, Jason Cook, Riki Russell

Middle Row: Blain Davis, Toby Nimmo, Cameron Polmear, Heemi Ratahi, Brodie Phillips, Richard Te Raki
Front Row: Takuta Ngarimu, Andrew Meikle, Neihana Bostock, Storm Wardrop, Matthew Gore, 

Peter Thomas, Mark van Turnhout
Absent: Michael Cussen, Braden Diack, Andrew Johnston, Brayden Kyle, Brad McKenzie, Tim Proffit, Mark Thompson
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YEAR 11 UTTLEY
Back Row: Logan Keil, David Healey, Ben Mainland

Middle Row: Bradley Turner, Brendan Libeau, Kaiaranga Matangi, Peter Ward, Salmeen Saheem, Leonard Smith
Front Row: Michael Little, Mark Drain, Nicholas Stiles, Anthony Cross, Shaye Blair, Mana Puki, Logan McMurdo

YEAR 12 COLDSTREAM
Back Row: Gareth Robinson, Glen Clark, Nattapong Namwong, Andrew Mackintosh

Third Row: Gene Graham, Greg Erickson, Jay Sherborne, Jamie King, Ryan Healy, William Norman
Second Row: Richard Little, Bevan Jamieson, James Cleave, Logan Swney, Royden MacDonald, Tim Sneddon, Mark Gray

Front Row: Chris Hughes, Rhys Maslin, Chris Racz, Sam Edge, Delwyn Hughes, Tim Patterson, 
Laurence Aitken, Micheal Weatherburn

Absent: Simon Cade, Fil Danpittayathorn, Bryce Carnie
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YEAR 12 DEAKER
Back Row: Daniel Manley, Jordan Pe’a

Middle Row: Daniel Pryde, Matthew Anderson-Stewart, Mark Beer, Richard Ferguson
Front Row: Sam Beaufill, Jaco van der Westhuizen, Shaun Fitzgibbon, Rawiri Mahia, Daniel Ashby

Absent: Dale McMinn, Aaron Tressler, Daniel Watson, Josh Watson

YEAR 12 GRANT
Back Row: Andrew Thomas, Christopher Bewley, Joshua Bekhuis, Sam Dixon

Middle Row: Campbell Cuthill, Ben McKenzie, Saan Carroll, Nicholas McGrath, Patrick Campbell
Front Row: Christopher Chatfield, Rauna Fowlds, Hamish Skelt, Mohamed Elhosseny, Chris Buckeridge, Christopher Campbell

Absent: Andrew Paterson, Rata Shearer, Tane Simeon, Nicholas Watson
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YEAR 12 PEARCE
Back Row: Bradley Sycamore, Matthew Holland, Leon Hulsegge, Dylan Grennell

Middle Row: Jeremy Daken, Simon Owen, Hamish Toole, Daniel Anderson, Jarryn Reid
Front Row: Joshua Frewen, Christopher Watson, Thomas Douds, Dane Shelford, Rawa Karetai, Karl Owen

Absent: Brendan Henton, Timothy Riley, Mathew Tautari, Quintin Winsloe

YEAR 12 UTTLEY
Back Row: Brendan Roxburgh, Joshua Scanlon, Aaron Trent, Kourosh Johns

Middle Row: Nicky Herbert, Dean Elder, Tim Jackson, Craig Johnstone, Peter Adlam
Front Row: Joshua Bray, Anthony Nelson, Kelvin Harper, Thomas Jefferies, Quintin Akuhata, Daniel Veint
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YEAR 13 DEAKER
Back Row: Andrew Eckhold, Kaleni Taetuli, Andrew Lloyd

Front Row: James McCambridge, Tim Tan, Lloyd Lu, Neal Kerr
Absent: Taei Aluni, Nikola Taylor

Left During Year: Wil Ferrari

YEAR 13 COLDSTREAM
Back Row: Jamie Mackintosh, Nathan Smith

Middle Row: Grant Hardie, Stephen Weir, Michael Fraser, Jacob Priergaard-Peterson
Front Row: Adam Nind, James Wadworth, Chris Paterson, Benjamin Robertson, Harawira Edwards

Absent: Casey-Rata Black
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YEAR 13 PEARCE
Back Row: Jonathan Cross, Khan Chalmers, Simon Patton
Front Row: Jay Coote, Jamie Forrest, Stephen Marshall

YEAR 13 GRANT
Back Row: Ivan Plato, Jason Strang, Jeremy Bekhuis

Middle Row: Francois Davis, Cody Dawson, Wade Yaxley, Brad Fallow, Elliot Dawson
Front Row: Andrew Mills, Cam Nelson, Bellamy Acker, Sam Wilson, Jonathan Paulin, Richard Mather-Fry

Absent: Corey Finn, Ginho Haurua, Bradley Hayward, Avinash Varghese
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YEAR 13 UTTLEY
Back Row: Peti Seiuli, William McQuinn, Stuart Maunsell
Front Row: Elijah Plunkett, Shae Lusby, William de Ruyter

Back Row: Grant Hardie, Avinash Varghese, Elliot Dawson, Brad Fallow, Chris Paterson, Neal Kerr, Jeremy Bekhuis, 
Peti Seiuli, Jacob Priegaard-Peterson, William de Ruyter, Sam Wilson

Front Row: James Wadsworth, Elijah Plunkett, Francois Davis, Stephen Marshall, Andrew Mills, 
Jono Paulin, Jay Coote, Michael Fraser, Stephen Weir

PREFECTS 2003



Prizegiving
SPORTS AWARDS 
Athletics
Under 14 Champion (Parents' Association Cup) .............................................................................................................................................................. Sam Ballam
Junior Champion (Challenge Cup) ..................................................................................................................................................................................... Ryan Nicol
Intermediate Champion .................................................................................................................................................................................... Joshua Van der Sluys
Senior Champion (Len Hanan Memorial Cup) .............................................................................................................................................................Scott Ferguson
Senior 800 Metres Champion  (Sutherland Cup) ........................................................................................................................................................Scott Ferguson
Senior 400 Metres Champion (Jim Gerken Memorial Cup)............................................................................................................................................ Nathan Smith
Auckland Old Boys' Association Cup (Senior House Relay Race) ............................................................................... Pearce House (Received by: Scott Ferguson)
Basketball 
Southland Junior Basketball
Senior Boys' Section 1 Grand Final Trophy ......................................................................................................................SBHS 1st V (Received by: Scott Ferguson)
Senior Boys' Section 2 Grand Final Trophy .......................................................................................................... SBHS 2nd V (Received by: Joshua Van der Sluys)
Chess 
Championship Cup................................................................................................................................................................................................... Abhijith Tikkisetty
Cricket
South Island Gillette Cup 1st XI Cricket Champions ........................................................... Meadow Fresh SBHS 1st XI (Received by: Timothy McClean - Captain)
Best All-Round Junior Cricketer (Jim Scobie Cup) ...................................................................................................................................................... Jason Osborne
Most Improved Cricketer (1959 Prefects' Cup)........................................................................................................................................................... Regan Mauheni
Cross-Country & Round The Park
Under 14 Champion (SBHS Harrier Championship Cup) ................................................................................................................................................ John Hardie
Junior Champion (Herbert Smith Trust Cup) ............................................................................................................................................... John Gibbs / Sam Ballam
5th Form Champion  (IAAC Cup) ..................................................................................................................................................................................... Daniel Wells
Senior Champion (Alex Derbie Challenge Cup) ...........................................................................................................................................................Scott Ferguson
Golf
Southland Golf Association (Gross Trophy) AMP Golf Champs ......................................................................................... SBHS No 1 Team (Received by: Simon Patton)
Southland Junior Foundation Inter-Collegiate Golf (Nett Trophy)  AMP Golf Champs.........................................................SBHS No 4 Team A (Received by: Sam Edge)
School Championship (Scott Riordan Trophy) ............................................................................................................................................................................Saan Carroll
Most Improved Golfer (Sherborne Trophy) .........................................................................................................................................................................Brook Todd
Hockey
Contribution to Hockey (McGregor Cup) ........................................................................................................................................................................... Adam Elder
Interhouse Competition
Junior Rugby (Tauranga Boys’ College Shield).................................................................................................................... Grant House (Received by: Sam Ballam)
Senior Rugby (Colin Nicholson Memorial Shield)..............................................................................................Coldstream House (Received by: Jamie Mackintosh)
House Sports Competition Winner (Uttley Cup) ................................................................................................Coldstream House (Received by: Jamie Mackintosh)
Motocross
Westpac Trust Southland Secondary Schools Motocross Champs MX 80 - Junior Boys ................................................................................................... Brad Lunn
Westpac Trust South Island Secondary Schools Motocross Champs MX 80 - Junior Boys................................................................................................ Brad Lunn
Rowing
Best All Round Rower (Forrest Cup) .................................................................................................................................................................................Hamish Fox
Most Improved Schoolboy Rower (Lines Cup) ........................................................................................................................................................... Joshua Bekhuis
Rugby
Canterbury of New Zealand Award.......................................................................................................................................................................... Jamie Mackintosh
Southland Rugby Football Union Premier Development Grade ....................................................... Meadow Fresh SBHS 1st XV (Received by: Jamie Mackintosh)
SBHS v Waitaki Boys' High School (Lawrence Cook Memorial Shield) ........................................... Meadow Fresh SBHS 1st XV (Received by: Jamie Mackintosh)
Timaru Old Boys’ Association Trophy (SBHS v Timaru BHS)........................................................... Meadow Fresh SBHS 1st XV (Received by: Jamie Mackintosh)
Senior player who has contributed to the game and the spirit in which it is played 
(J C Braithwaite Trophy)..................................................................................................................................................................Jamie Mackintosh / Ben Chisholm
Bob Swanson Memorial Cup for outstanding contribution to rugby by a Third Former .................................................................................................... John Hardie
Under 15:  Contribution to the game and the spirit in which it is played ....................................................................................................................... Leonard Smith
Skateboarding
Westpac Trust Southland Secondary Schools Skateboarding Champs
Senior Boys' Blading..................................................................................................................................................................................................... Brendan Henton (1st)
Junior Boys' BMX..........................................................................................................................................................................................................Logan Reynolds (3rd)
Tennis
Senior Singles Champion (Patton Cup)......................................................................................................................................................................... Mark Dickison
Senior Doubles Champions (SBHS Cup) ........................................................................................................................................... Elliot Brock & Duncan Ibbotson
Trapshooting
Senior Champion (SBHS Champion Shot).................................................................................................................................................................James Waghorn
Outstanding contribution to Shooting (Mark Whyte Memorial Cup) ...........................................................................................................................James Waghorn
Southland Clay Target High Gun Cup.........................................................................................................................................................................James Waghorn
Multisport
Southland Secondary School Multisport Champs...................................................................................................................................................... Regan Mauheni
Triathlon
Southland Secondary Schools Triathlon Champs
 Junior Boys' Trophy ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................... Braden Kyle
Teams Event ......................................................................................................................................................................Stephen Weir, Bradley Patton & Jonathan Paulin
Volleyball
Senior Boys’ Competition ............................................................................................................................................................... SBHS (Received by: Brad Fallow)
Invercargill Licensing Trust Outward Bound Award For 2002 ..................................................................................................................................... Adam Elder
Best All-Round Sporting Record, 4th Years and above
(Jules Tapper Memorial Prizes) ............................................... Scott Ferguson, Hamish Hargest, Michael McClean, Timothy McClean, Kaleni Taetuli, Scott Whyte,
 Daniel Ramsey, Neal Kerr, Ben Chisholm, Elliot Brock, Harawira Edwards
SPECIAL PRIZES
Agriculture & Horticulture
Form 4  (McKinnon Trust Prize) ....................................................................................................................................................................................................Terry Swney
Form 5  (McKinnon Trust Prize) ........................................................................................................................................................................................... Christopher Racz
Form 6  (McKinnon Trust Prize) ..................................................................................................................................................................................... Christopher Paterson
Form 7 (McKinnon Trust Prize) ...............................................................................................................................................................................................Gregory Clinton
Art  (ILT Prizes)
Form 4 ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................ Andrew Christie 
Form 5 ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................... Aaron Trent
Outstanding contribution to Art (Koning Cup).........................................................................................................................................................................Clark Xu



Debating, Public Speaking and Drama
Outstanding contribution to Drama at SBHS (Gavin Paskell Memorial Cup and Miniature)..................................................................... Peter Calvert / Stephen Marshall 
Economics
Senior Economics (Research on current Economic issues)..................................................................................................................................... Michael McClean
Geography
Independent research on an aspect of NZ Geography by a Form 7 student (ILT Prize) .......................................................................................... Michael McClean
Tourism
Senior Tourism Prize ........................................................................................................................................................................Regan Mauheni / François Davis
History
Form 6 (Crispin G Miller Memorial Cup) For Special Studies ......................................................................................................................................... Andrew Mills
Languages
Form 4 German (German Embassy Prize)...................................................................................................................................................................Todd Anderson
Form 7 Japanese (Japan Embassy Prize) ...............................................................................................................................................................Timothy McClean
Library
Senior Librarian ............................................................................................................................................................................................................. Elijah Plunkett
Mathematics
Independent research by a senior student (ILT Prize).............................................................................................................................................. Michael McClean
Form 6 (ILT Prize)....................................................................................................................................................................... Grant Hardie / Christopher Paterson
Form 5 (ILT Prize)....................................................................................................................................................................................................Timothy Patterson
Music
Junior Music .................................................................................................................................................................................................... Daniel Sim / Joel Mooij 
Senior Music................................................................................................................................................................................ Stephen Marshall / Jeremy Bekhuis
Musicianship (SBHS Cup) ........................................................................................................................................................... Jonathan Paulin / Stephen Marshall
Senior Vocal (Low Cup) ............................................................................................................................................................................................Stephen Marshall
Junior Vocal ..............................................................................................................................................................................................................Daniel Robertson
Original Writing And Newspaper
Southland Times Newspaper In Education Journalism Award ....................................................................................................................................... Rawa Karetai
Senior English – Original Writing (1989 Prefects' Cup) .......................................................................................................................................... Avenash Varghese
Essay Competition (1958 Prefects’ Cup) ....................................................................................................................................................................... Elijah Plunkett
Science
Biology - Independent Research Project (ILT Prize)....................................................................................................................................................Gregory Clinton
Biology Form 7 (ILT Prize) .........................................................................................................................................................................................Duncan Ibbotson
Biology Form 6 ...................................................................................................................................................................................................Christopher Paterson
Science  Form 7 (Independent Research)................................................................................................................................................................... George Russell
Chemistry Form 7 (NZAS Prize)............................................................................................................................................................................... Michael McClean
Chemistry Form 6 (NZAS Prize)................................................................................................................................................................................... Michael Fraser
Physics  Form 7  (NZAS Prize).................................................................................................................................................................................... Brent Edgerton
Physics  Form 6  (ILT Prize) .......................................................................................................................................................................................... Elijah Plunkett
Form 5  Science (NZAS Prize) ................................................................................................................................................................................Timothy Patterson
Form 4  Science ........................................................................................................................................................................................................ Andrew Christie
Form 6 Science .................................................................................................................................................................................................................Daniel Beck 
Design Technology 
Form 5  (AMTEC Award) ....................................................................................................................................................................................................Dean Elder
Form 6  (AMTEC Award) ............................................................................................................................................................................................ Regan Mauheni
Form 7  (ITM Award).......................................................................................................................................................................................... Geoffrey Buckingham
Form 4  Most Improved Metalworker (E Hayes & Sons Award)....................................................................................................................................Serge Williams
Form 5 (Trade Tools Award) ......................................................................................................................................................................................Gareth Robinson
The Carl Wilson, Marc Hill and Richard Kelly Memorial Prize .........................................................................................................................................Jason Strang
Graphics
Most Improved Graphics Student (Crown Sheet Metal Award) ..........................................................................................................................................Glen Clark
NZ Architectural Awards - South Island Section..................................................................................................................................................Brent Edgerton (3rd)
NZ Architectural Awards - Highly Commended ..............................................................................................................................................................Shannon Wild
Physical Education
Senior Physical Education ...............................................................................................................................................................Mark Dickison / Nicholas du Mez
COMMUNITY TRUST OF SOUTHLAND & CITIZENSHIP PRIZES
International Students Award.........................................................................................................................................................................................................Mark Wang
Senior College Award (A M Palmer Prize) ................................................................................................................................................................................... Dane Stack
Year 9 Citizenship Award............................................................................................................................................................................................... Thomas Flaus
Year 10 Citizenship Award................................................................................................................................................................................... Hamish Ruddenklau
SBHS Citizenship Award (K J Bowie Award) ........................................................................................................................................................................ Gregory Clinton
The Community Trust of Southland Making a Difference Awards................................................................................................................... Stephen Marshall / Jay Coote
Best All Round Year 9 Student (1964 Prefects' Cup) ................................................................................................................................................................... Sam Talwar
Best All Round Year 10 Student (1950 Prefects' Cup) ....................................................................................................................................................... Abhijith Tikkisetty
For Leadership, Initiative, Courtesy and Cooperation in the 5th Form (Colonel D G Grant Memorial Prize) ......................................................................Sean Fitzgibbon
General Merit In School and Games (Deschler Cup) ...........................................................................................................................................................Hamish Hargest
Head Prefect's Award ............................................................................................................................................................................................................ Scott Ferguson

ACADEMIC PRIZES
Form 9C
Merit Certificates
Kieran Cheung........................................................................................................................................................................................Science, Computing, English
Thomas Flaus..............................................................................................................................................................................................................Maths, German
Daniel Mackey ........................................................................................................................................................................................ Graphics, Japanese, English
Daniel Robertson....................................................................................................................................................................................................Art, Music, English
Daniel Sim .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. Music
General Excellence
Michael Douglas ...................................................................................................................................Science, Computing, Design Technology (Wood), Agriculture
John Hardie .................................................................................................................... German, Japanese, Art, Graphics, Design Technology (Wood), Agriculture
Mark Hodgkinson ............................................................................................................................................................. Health, French, Social Studies, Agriculture
Andrew Leckie ......................................................................................................................... Science, Maths, German, Japanese, French, Social Studies, English
Matthew Leaf-Morton .............................................................................................................Graphics, Design Technology (Wood), Design Technology (Metal), Art
Quinton Scandrett............................................................................................................................... Graphics, Health, Design Technology (Wood), Art, Agriculture
Sam Talwar ............................................................................................................................................................... Maths, Japanese, Health, Music, Social Studies
Form  9D
Merit Certificates
Glen Frew .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................Science, Music



Nicholas Johnston ................................................................................................................................................................................................Science, Computing
Shane Scully..................................................................................................................................................................................................Social Studies, Graphics
General Excellence
Simon Clark.................................................................................... Graphics, Design Technology (Metal), Design Technology (Wood), English, Art, French, Health
Stephen Jensen...............................................................................................Science, Maths, Design Technology (Metal), Design Technology (Wood), Agriculture
Heath Kevern.................................................................................................................................................................... Social Studies, Maths, English, Agriculture
Travis Kini ..............................................................................................................................................Social Studies, Science, German, English, Japanese, Music
Shannon Townson ................................................................................................................................................................... Maths, English, Japanese, Art, French
Form 9L
Merit Certificates
Bradley Andrews ......................................................................................................................................................... English, Graphics, Design Technology (Metal)
General Excellence
Simon Burgess ........................................................... Science, Maths, Social Studies, Agriculture, French, Computing, Art, Graphics, Health, German, Japanese,
.......................................................................................................................................................................Design Technology (Wood), Design Technology (Metal)
Sean McMeekan....................................................................................................................English, Science, Maths, Social Studies, Agriculture, Health, Graphics
Nepia Simeon.....................................................................................................................................................German, Japanese, Art, Design Technology (Wood)
Craig Smith................................................................... English, Maths, Graphics, Health, Design Technology (Wood), Design Technology (Metal), Art, Computing
Kyle Tuliau................................................................................................................................................. English, Science, Social Studies, Health, German, French 
Form 9O
Merit Certificates
Bradley Campbell ........................................................................................................................................................................................................French, English
Robert Gorman ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................Agriculture
Andrew Tree............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. Science
General Excellence
Joshua Douds.........................................................................................................................Graphics, Design Technology (Metal), Design Technology (Wood), Art
Mathew Harris ...................................................................................................................................................................... Science, Japanese, Art, French, English
Daniel Neho...........................................................................................................................................................Maths, Design Technology (Metal), Social Studies
Hayden Nicholson ................................................................................Art, Computing, French, Agriculture, Health, Science, German, Design Technology (Metal),
................................................................................................................................................................................................. Design Technology (Wood), Japanese
Sonny Rangitoheriri .............................................................................................English, French, Computing, German, Design Technology (Wood), Social Studies
Shane Steel ........................................................................................Science, Maths, German, Japanese, Computing, Design Technology (Wood), Social Studies
Michael Ward.........................................................................................................................................Science, German, Health, Agriculture, Computing, Graphics 
Form 10C
Merit Certificates
Andrew Baldwin............................................................................................................................................................................................................. French, Music
Sam Ballam ........................................................................................................................................................................................... Graphics, Design Technology
James Crisp.............................................................................................................................................................................................. Design Technology, English
Anthony Cross ..............................................................................................................................................................................................Japanese, Social Studies
Michael Cussen............................................................................................................................................................................... Science, German, Social Studies
Mitchell Flack.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. Maths
Jamie Hewitt ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. English
Joel Mooij ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... Music
Ryan Nicol ........................................................................................................................................................................................ Graphics, Social Studies, Health
Hayden Parsons ............................................................................................................................................................................................................Music, English
Cameron Polmear .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................French
General Excellence
Todd Anderson ........................................................................................................................................................... Graphics, Design Technology, German, Health
Andrew Christie ................................................................................................................................................................ Graphics, Design Technology, Science, Art
Hamish Ruddenklau ......................................................................................................................................................................Graphics, German, Maths, English
Abhijith Tikkisetty ........................................................................................................................................................................... Science, Maths, Japanese, Health
Form 10D
Merit Certificates
Mark Drain.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. Maths
Lukus Murch.................................................................................................................................................................................................... Social Studies, English
General Excellence
Jason Cook........................................................................................................................................................................... English, Social Studies, Science, Health
Timothy McCreath .................................................................................................................... Science, Social Studies, Maths, English, Health, Design Technology
Form 10L
Merit Certificates
Brodie Phillips............................................................................................................................................................................................................... Maths, English
Leonard Smith .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................Mäori
Richard Te Raki ...................................................................................................................................................................................Maths, Science, Social Studies
General Excellence
Riki Russell............................................................................................................................................... Maths, Graphics, Science, Health, Social Studies, English
Jared Yeo ...................................................................................................................................Maths, Design Technology, Science, Health, English, Social Studies
Form 10O
Merit Certificates
Brad McKenzie ................................................................................................................................................................Agriculture/Horticulture, Design Technology
Kingi Otene.............................................................................................................................................................................................................Design Technology
Timothy Proffit .............................................................................................................................................................................................................Science, Health
Brook Todd....................................................................................................................................................................................................... Agriculture/Horticulture
General Excellence
Jonathan Blair..................................................................................................................... Agriculture/Horticulture, Design Technology, Social Studies, Art, English
Terry Swney............................................................................................................................... Agriculture/Horticulture, Design Technology, Maths, Health, English
Colin Waghorn................................................................................................................................................................. Science, Design Technology, Maths, Health
Campbell Wilson.......................................................................... Agriculture/Horticulture, Design Technology, Science, Maths, Social Studies, Health, Art, English
Year 11
Merit Certificates
Laurence Aitken............................................................................................................................................................................................................ Maths, English
Quinton Akuhata..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................Mäori
Samuel Beaufill.........................................................................................................................................................................................English, Design Technology
Mark Beer............................................................................................................................................................................ Graphics, Health and Physical Wellbeing
Cyle Bell ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... English
Matthew Boyd.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... Science
Christopher Chatfield.................................................................................................................................................................................................................. Maths



Kevin Ching ............................................................................................................................................................................................................... Science, English
Samuel Dixon .......................................................................................................................................................Design Technology, Health and Physical Wellbeing
Sam Edge...............................................................................................................................................................................Agriculture/Horticulture, Maths, English
Gene Graham........................................................................................................................................................................Science, Health and Physical Wellbeing
Cameron Gray ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................ Maths
Kelvin Harper............................................................................................................................................................. Science, Maths, Health and Physical Wellbeing
Ryan Healy ......................................................................................................................................................................Agriculture/Horticulture, Design Technology
Matthew Holland...................................................................................................................................................................................................................... Science
Delwyn Hughes ....................................................................................................................................................................................Health and Physical Wellbeing
Craig Johnstone ......................................................................................................................................................................................... Music, Design Technology
Nicholas McGrath ....................................................................................................................................................................................................Japanese, English
Thomas McWilliam .................................................................................................................................................................................................Design Technology
Karl Owen................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. English
Simon Owen................................................................................................................................................................................................Science, Graphics, Maths
Bradley Perry ................................................................................................................................................................................................................ Maths, English
Daniel Pryde..........................................................................................................................................................................Science, Health and Physical Wellbeing
Christopher Racz............................................................................................................................................................................................. Agriculture/Horticulture
Brendon Roxburgh ............................................................................................................................................................. Japanese, Health and Physical Wellbeing
Hamish Skelt ........................................................................................................................................................................................Health and Physical Wellbeing
Logan Swney......................................................................................................................................................................................................Graphics, Geography
Bradley Sycamore ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................... Music
Hamish Toole .................................................................................................................................................................................Art, Health and Physical Wellbeing
Daniel Watson ............................................................................................................................................................................................................. Science, Maths
Daniel Wells..........................................................................................................................................................................................Health and Physical Wellbeing
Quintin Winsloe ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... Science
General Excellence
Matthew Anderson-Stewart ................................................................................................................................................. Graphics, Health and Physical Wellbeing
Joshua Bekhuis ........................................................................................................................................... Science, Health and Physical Wellbeing, English, Maths



Obituary

Andrew Newell
19 August 1985 - 9 May 2003

Dan Wells
13 August 1986 - 13 May 2003

Sadly missed by family and friends

Campbell Cuthill ........................................................................................................................................................ History, Science, Maths, Japanese, Geography
Dean Elder................................................................................................................................................................................Graphics, English, Design Technology
Richard Ferguson .....................................................................................................................................................Science, Maths, Design Technology, Geography
Shaun Fitzgibbon.............................................................................................................................Economics, Health and Physical Wellbeing, English, Geography
Joshua Frewen ...................................................................................................................................... Science, Design Technology, Health and Physical Wellbeing
Timothy Jackson.....................................................................................................................................................................Economics, History, Maths, Geography
Richard Little............................................................................................................................................Economics, Health and Physical Wellbeing, Maths, English
Andrew Mackintosh ...............................................................................................Economics, Science, Maths, English, Geography, Health and Physical Wellbeing
Timothy Patterson................................................................................................................................. Agriculture/Horticulture, Science, Maths, Design Technology
Timothy Riley.............................................................................................................................................................................Economics, History, Science, English
Gareth Robinson .............................................................................................................................................................Agriculture/Horticulture, Design Technology
Jay Sherborne ...................................................................................................................................................... Science, Graphics, Maths, Art, Design Technology
Aaron Trent ........................................................................................................................................................................................................English, Graphics, Art
Jaco Van der Westhuizen ................................................................................................................Economics, English, Geography, Health and Physical Wellbeing
Year 12
Merit Certificates
Bellamy Acker.............................................................................................................................................................................................................Graphics, Maths
Daniel Beck ...................................................................................................................... 12 Applied Maths, 12 Science, 12 Certificate English, Design Technology
Jeremy Bekhuis ................................................................................................................................................................................... Accounting, Computing, Music
François Davis ..........................................................................................................................................................................................Science, Certificate English
Elliot Dawson..................................................................................................................................Economics, English, Agriculture/Horticulture, Physical Education
Andrew Eckhold.......................................................................................................................................................................................................Certificate English
Bradley Fallow ............................................................................................................................................................................................................... Applied Maths
Grant Hardie ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................Geography, English
Bradley Haward ...................................................................................................................................................................................................... Applied Maths, Art
Jonathan Low ........................................................................................................................................................................................ Graphics, Design Technology
Shae Lusby......................................................................................................................................................................................................Economics, Geography
Stephen Marshall...........................................................................................................................................................................................................Music, English
Regan Mauheni ......................................................................................................................................................................Design Technology, Physical Education
Stuart Maunsell ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................Mäori
Benjamin Robertson....................................................................................................................................................... Agriculture/Horticulture, Biology, Computing
Avinash Varghese.........................................................................................................................................................................................................Maths, Physics
Sam Wilson .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................Art, Physics
Wade Yaxley ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................Graphics, Maths
General Excellence
Michael Fraser ..................................................................................................................................................Economics, Geography, Maths, Chemistry, Japanese
Andrew Mills ..................................................................................................................................................................................Biology, Maths, Chemistry, English
Christopher Paterson......................................................................................................................................................................... Agriculture/Horticulture, Biology
Jonathan Paulin........................................................................................................................................................ Accounting, English, Maths, Physical Education
Elijah Plunkett......................................................................................................................................................................................... Computing, English, Physics
Year 13
Merit Certificates
Geoffrey Buckingham .............................................................................................................................................................................................Design Technology
Jay Coote ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................12 Japanese, Science
Mark Dickison .........................................................................................................................................................................................................Physical Education
Nicholas du Mez.....................................................................................................................................................................................................Physical Education
Scott Ferguson ..................................................................................................................................................................... English, Economics, Physical Education
Layton Hinga .........................................................................................................................................................................................Physics, Maths with Statistics
George Russell............................................................................................................................................................................English, Physics, Graphics, Science
Shannon Wild ...................................................................................................................................................................Geography, Graphics, Maths with Statistics
Clark Xu........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... Art 
General Excellence
Gregory Clinton ..................................................................................................................................................English, Chemistry, Agriculture/Horticulture, Biology
Brent Edgerton ......................................................................................................................English, Physics, Graphics, Maths with Statistics, Maths with Calculus
Duncan Ibbotson ............................................................................................................................................. Agriculture/Horticulture, Biology, Maths with Statistics
Michael McClean.......................................................................................................Geography, Economics, Chemistry, Maths with Statistics, Maths with Calculus
Timothy McClean............................................................................................................................ Japanese, English, Chemistry, Economics, Maths with Statistics
Scott Whyte ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................Geography, Science


